






Houston hums and 
undulates 
a quick thing. 
Quick like a tree with 
rustling leaves and 
flowing sap, 
but noisier and brighter. 
Like an ant hill at your feet 
it stands solidly, 
slowly shifting its frantic patterns 
the frantic almost held by the 
stillness of the patterns, 
but slowly shifting nevertheless 
in syrupy equilibrium. 
Don't let the perfect streaming 
lines of ants 
The streets and sidewalks 
with streaming people 
fool you. 
The seeming stillness is just 
patterned energy. 
Kick the dirt pile in the middle 
of the ant pattern 
and that energy will explode 
into chaotic vibration, 
running individuals 
random and patternless. 
The illusion of stillness 
will fly apart 
in every direction. 





.. 


Houston piles pattern upon pattern 
complexly combining systems 
into a now corroborating 
now conflicting 
mixture. 
The ant hills, bee hives, 
are all tossed together 
and the patterns shift and cross 
and overlap each other 
sometimes at a bank vault with cutting torch 
or in school board session. 
The ant system is centered on its hill, 
the bees on their hive, 
So the patterns of the city 
are many centered. 



- - - ~~~ 

The university 
valves and gages a 
steadily flowing pattern, 
like a hill of dirt 
directing incoming and outgoing 
ants. 
The university gates open 
on Houston at its main street. 



Juxtaposed and overlapping systems 
breed contradictions 
and Houston is livid 
with paradox and dilemma. 
People enter the stillness 
of the university 
to learn their frantic place 
in the patterns outside, 
being blind to the totality 
until they step back into the 
anti-Houston on campus. 
The paradoxical step out of the pattern 
is the step toward knowledge of the pattern. 





Step closer to the university process 
and we see the dilemma 
of teaching minds to think 
and teaching minds to follow patterns. 
It must throw the model 
before the moving mind 
and hope the movement crushes the model 
and builds it better, 
and that the collision 
will in turn reiterate the moving mind. 
That's the process. 
One ignores the paradox then 
when stating that 
"the university educates people" 
since it is equally true that 
the people change the university. 
The fork 
plunges into a hunk 
of choice 
Grade-A 
Houston 
Texas 
American beef. 
Through many levels 
of choice 
has this piece descended 
to arrive at the mouth 
of the university; 
its global 
national 
positions. 
It has moved now into this city 
down its main arteries 
and up to the gates of 
the university. 



Into the damp, warm darkness 
it goes 
pulled from the end of a sterling fork 
by pearly white incisors 
then pushed among the grinding 
grimey molars 
by the lashing 
or prodding 
or the steady warm pressure 
of the tongue. 
As the mangled mass 
is hustled and shoved 
down the tube 
it is mixed with others 
of similarly unguessable origin. 
Th is mass is worked over by 

various agents, 
which remove parts of them 
and add to them parts of the 
others in the mass 
and parts of the various agents. 
When this ends the mass is graduated. 
But the substance removed 
from these chunks as they 
are ground and mauled and 
reformed, 
what is left behind 
nourishes the university, 
changes it 
so that it leaves 
behind a different body 
itself a different substance. 



So the university 
is like a still shot 
of its environment, 
where the frantic is stopped 
so it can be analyzed 
and the patterns examined. 
But life is not life 
without motion 
and when the picture is stilled 
you have the anti-Houston, 
something that's not life. 
But the picture is nonetheless 
interesting, 
and necessary to learn 
about the life it isn't. 





The university is a pattern 
and complex of patterns 
as is the city. 
And this book is like a still 
of that university 
where the frantic is stopped 
so it can be analyzed 
and the patterns examined. 
Like the crushing instant 
when the drop forge of the 
destroys and creates 
in a single stroke 
the old and new scholar, 
this book 
stills and reforms 

the life of that university. 


shot 

university 
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SEMESTER 




Orientation was the beginning, finals were the end; 
this was the scope of the first semester and in this 
respect it was like all others, but only in this 
respect. The faces had changed, old friends had 
graduated or left the school for some other reason; 
bright eyed , idealistic, brainy freshmen had taken 
their places . Even the campus had changed; Ryon 
lab was well on the way to completion , and over in 
the northeast corner of the campus excavation was 
under way for a new women's college to be named in 
honor of Margaret Root Brown. Even the deans' 
offices had been moved, one to the RMC cloister and 
the other to Jones North. The gnomes 
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were still there though; as usual it was not possible 
to walk fifty feet without being threatened by a 
sprinkler. 

Gradually the school fell into its routine. 
Classes began, books and supplies were purchased, 
smiles became scarcer, lights stayed on until 
late at night, the breakfast line became shorter 
and shorter until finally it wasn't necessary to 
wait in line at all. 

This was supposed to be Rice's year in the SWC, 
and the opening game was eagerly awaited by everybody, 
but even when it became apparent that we weren't 
going to tear the conference apart, interest did not 
lag. The weekend provided 
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welcome release from the pressures of school and for 
those who felt that they could spare the time , the 
most important aspect of any fall weekend was the 
game. Some, however, were just too snowed under 
with work of one form or another. 

But for those who did not allow this to affect 
them there were other methods of release, the 
Architects, once they had forced themselves away 
from life drawing and skate-boarding, undertook to 
completely confuse and confound everybody by 
building pointed hats coated with fibreglass on the 
lawn by Anderson Hall. It was seen later that these 
could serve some useful function , but for a while it 
seemed that all they were trying to 
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do was ease the gnomes' labor by eradicating 
the grass around that section of Anderson . 
Release took many forms: some found it by 
engaging in intramurals, some by taking part 
in or attending one of the many more or less 
dramatic productions that took place, some 
threw themselves into student government, 
(as usual, there were many elections), some 
found the time to become involved in regular 
politics, for this was a Presidential election 
year. 

Thanksgiving came, and went, a brief respite 
that was hardl¥ noticed by many students 
who were so far behind that they had passed 
that point of probable return. It was also 
a respite during which the girls gave much 
thought to Jones because Dr. Class had resigned 
after a difference in opinion with the 
administration as to the role of the College 
Master. 

Everybody settled down for the sprint to the 
29 
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Christmas vacation; but now the campus suddenly 
wakened from its lethargic sleep. The Thresher 
had headlines; the speaker controversy had begun. 
At an all-school convocation ostensibly called to 
enable the student body to hear Phillip Mosely 
talk on the Sino-Soviet conflict President Pitzer made a 
policy statement delineating the amount of control 
that the Administration would exercise over the 
Forum Committee. The Committee had already brought 
Norman Thomas and Melvin Belli to the campus, but 
it wanted to bring more controversial speakers, 
such as the avowed Communist Gus Hall. 
This the administration would not allow, 
saying, "The University does not have to allow 
its educational effectiveness to be weakened by 
outside speakers whose primary purpose is to 
indoctrinate or proselyte, rather than to engage 
in rational debate." Therefore Gus Hall was banned. 







There you were, quite lost, standing 
next to Willie's statue, flanked by Mom and Dad , 
holding that wonderful specimen of cartography, 
the map of the campus, trying to find the master's 
house-a Freshman. The lost feeling was soon 
dispersed when you were introduced to a mentor, or 
a senior advisor, or a big sister. These were the 
people who were going to show you the way to fame, 
glory, success and Jones. But it wasn't quite that 
easy, was it? Other people arrived, and they weren't 
all on your side. Some of them even went so far 
as to provide 





you with distractions to help fill up that 
spare time you had. It was all in the spirit of 
"good clean fun"; after all, it wasn't 
every day that you could indulge in all kinds 
of nice things like rope pulls, polar bear races, 
mixers, and greased pole competitions, was it? 
But finally it came, that day you had been 
waiting for, the end of Guidance, the Slime 
parade and skit. This was something that you 
had to plan for. Eggs had to be procured, an 
easy task-soft boiled eggs from the Commons 
were the ideal solution. Cheers had to be rehearsed 
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so that you would know what to yell at the 
girls and any other groups in Hamman, and some 
of the boys had to get hold of a large plastic 
bag so that they could really repulse everybody. 
Looking back at it all , it wasn't so bad-
much of guidance and orientation was meaningful. 
You met new friends and professors; you engaged 
in seminars and listened to lectures; you were 
introduced to logical thought and student 
government; you learned how to wait on tables 
and live graciously; you were prepared as well as possible 
for the shocks of the classroom ; and you bowed to the owl. 
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Baker's music-box commons held 
Ionesco in the round. The people 
circled about the little round tables 
placed around the raised square 
stage. The close tables were very 
close-you could almost reach out 
and touch Linda or John on the 
stage, somewhat like a cabaret. 
Waiters went among the tables, 
serving coffee when they could. 

Cigarette smoke drifted through 
the improvised lights, and the 
atmosphere was fine. The play was 
"The Lesson," and Lawson Taitte was 
directing. He was creative-the chess 
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set and Linda's variable 
speed in circling about on 
the stage table were his, not 
Ionesco's. Linda Walsh , John 
Harris , Kai O'Halloran 
performed-they were almost 
too good to be true. This 
construct of perfect factors 
influenced most of the people 
to complete the perfect 
evening by staying to have 
another cup of coffee and 
talk about the play with 
Lawson , Mr. O 'Grady and Mr. 
Lecuyer. Little by little 
they unwound and left. 
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The Rice Owls of 1964 were . highly touted in preseason 
polls as a definite contender for the Southwest Conference 
championship. Picked to battle Texas for the title, the 
Owls were returning two of the Conference's best 
linebackers along with a passel of fine 
backfield performers from the previous year's 6-4 club. 

~---- - -·· 
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This was Jess Neely's silver 
anniversary season at Rice, and the Owls 
were hoping to celebrate the occasion with 
a championship season. 

The traditional opener with L.S.U. sounded 
warnings. It was the first time the Owls 
had been shut out in twenty-four games. 
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The Bengals knocked on the door 
hard and often, but an 
angry goal line defense repulsed the 
explosive Tiger offense each time. L.S.U. 
kept coming back, though, and in the last 
three minutes of the game booted a 28 
yard field goal for a 3-0 win over the 
Owls. Quarterback McReynolds, who 
personally led the underdog Owls to a tie 
and win in '62 and '63, just couldn't get 
the offense rolling on a sustained drive. 
Aside from the savage game played by the 
defensive unit, the only bright spot was 
Chuck Latourette's punting, averaging 41.8 
yards on ten kicks. 

West Virginia was the first Owl victim. 
Again the Owls played solid defense, but 
this night the offensive unit cranked up 
and crunched out three touchdowns and a 
field goal. Walter McReynolds was 
hitting his receivers nicely, and the 
Mountaineers proved unable to defense Rice's 
balanced attack. Touchdown tosses went 
to Preston Johnson and Gene Fleming, 
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with Fleming's being the picture play 
of the game, a 32 yarder coming less 
than a minute before the half. Paul 
Piper saw his first action since breaking 
a hand before the season began. He 
responded with a 35 yard burst up the 
middle to the West Virginia goal line. 
Larry Rice added a field goal, and the final 
score read 24-0. Defensive standouts 
included Wayt, Walker, and Callihan. 

The next week saw the Owls travel to the 
West Coast and take a humiliating defeat. 
The only Rice touchdown came after 
Stanford fumbled on their own three. 
Fleming took a flare pass from 
McReynolds for the six-pointer. Until 
the fourth quarter the game was almost 
close. During that period the Owls had 
the ball five times, giving it to 
Stanford four times on interceptions. The 
Stanford secondary coveted each ball 
gleefully and their offense turned all 
four into scores. The final score 
was 7-34. 
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The conference race began with a 7-6 
victory over the S.M.U. Mustangs. 
Although the Owls threatened three times 
in the first half, they were able to 
score only once. Wingback Billy 
Hale got his first touchdown as an 
Owl when he took the toss and fled 
23 yards down the middle. Larry Rice's 
extra point was the difference. The 
bruising Owl defense was led by Walker, 
Wayt, and Dearing. 
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The Texas Longhorns came to town and 
the result was a teasip win, two field 
goals to one. It was a brutally fought 
defensive game with Texas losing so 
many players to the vicious blocking 
and tackling that they had to play men 
at unfamiliar positons. The Longhorn's 
placekicking and punting spelled 
defeat for the fired-up Owls. The most 
exciting play of the game came on Rice's 
patented kick-off return. Cervenka 
took the ball from Fleming and twisted 

69 yards up the sideline, setting up 
one of Rice's three field goal attempts. 
This one was good. Although 
the game was remarkably free of errors, 
misfortune kept the Owls from 
upsetting the Horns. A short punt, 
two missed field goals, 
a roughing-the-kicker penalty, a fumble, 
and a dropped pass in the end zone were 
breaks which helped pull the Owls 
down to defeat. 



The Tech game featured an explosive 81 
yard jaunt on the first play by Fleming. 
Unfortunately, that concluded the scoring 
for Rice, and the Raiders went on to boot 
two field goals which knotted the final 
score at 6-6. Walker, Wayt, Hunt, Dearing, 
and Barron helped keep the record of not 
allowing a touchdown in Rice stadium intact. 

Arkansas, on their way to the Cotton Bowl, 
took the Owls as their fifth casualty. 
Rice was ineffective on the slow, soggy 
field. Latourette had his best day, 
running well, and punting ten times for a 
45.8 average. Final score: 0-21. 
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Homecoming was one of the Owls best 
offensive games. McReynolds pinpointed 
Callihan from 20 yards and Fleming from 13 
with scoring strikes. The Aggies rallied and 
scored the only six-pointer on the Owl 
defense in Rice stadium all season. The Owls 
roared right back, with Latourette sprinting 
the last 8 yards. A consistent offense was 
the deciding factor in shooting down the 
spirited Aggies, 19-8. 

Opportunism was the key word in the Rice 
victory over a blundering T.C.U. group. 
Many Owls had a fine afternoon. Payoff 
passes from McReynolds were snatched by 
Barron and Fleming. Cowboy Walker was 
having his best day running and scored 
from the three. Larry Rice had a field 
goal. The top thrill of the contest 
came when safety-man Dave Ferguson 
grabbed a punt at his own 29 yard line and 
lightly tripped through most of the 
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Froggies covering, for a 71 yard 
return and six points . Six· interceptions 
were thrown by the erring visitors. 
Hale, Wayt , Callihan, Ferguson , 
Cervenka , and Hale again pulled down 
Frog tosses. Walker, Vining, and 
Hunt led the defensive charge. 

Fumbles and penalties cost the Owls 
dearly as they lost to the Baylor passing 
circus. Scoring twice within six 
minutes in the fourth quarter, the 
Bears pulled out a 
Defensive standout 
the scoring picture 
ramble straight up 
McReynolds got the 

20-27 win. 
Russ Wayt got into 
with a 52 yard 
the middle. 



other two touchdowns on sneaks. Wayt, and 
Walker once again led the defensive unit, 
but the Baylor passing attack clearly 
outshone the Owl secondary. 

And the Rice Owl 1964 football season 
came to a close. The success of the 
season , compared to the pre-season hopes, 
was perhaps .typified best by the new 
mascot, Sammy. He failed to make it 
through a single victory line right-side-up. 
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It was a racing start for the Rice players 

this Fall for no sooner had Player 

Director Neil Havens arrived on campus 

than he plunged into "A Man For All Seasons" 

by Robert Bolt. 


Leading the cast in this drama of the fall 
of Sir Thomas More was Bill Seward who, 
overcoming the lengthy philosophical passages, 
succeeded in bringing out the rock-solid quality 
of the man in Sir Thomas. Jenny Baird as his 
wife and Joy Oppenheim as his daughter were also 
generally noted for admirable performances. 

Inevitably there were the newcomers. Chief 
among the "·discoveries" this year was Bob Sculley 
who will be remembered for his lusty interpretation 



of the Duke of Norfolk. Another was John 
Epstein who fought and overcame the 
stereotype of the Holbein Henry VIII. 

As the year faded the Players kept 
working by producing W. H. Auden's "For the Time 
Being" at Christmas in the chapel-though 
thought by many to be a bit hard to understand, 
the beautiful poetry of the Auden 
oratorio bridged the gap between Winter and 
Spring for the Players, as Mr. Havens and 
his crew moved on. 
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·Homecoming was highlighted by the 
Bonfire, the third annual Last Hanszen 
Minstrel, the Aggie game, and the Dance 
at the Houston Club. The Minstrel was 
basically unchanged in format from 
previous years, with the exception of 
Mike McClung's conducting, which was a 
little unorthodox. Becky Cardiff was 
elected Queen, and Linda Roseberry 
and Anne Holland were Princesses. 
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Ably directed by Carolyn Porter, the 
Elizabeth Baldwin Literary Society presented 
a musical comedy by Betty Comden and Adolph 
Green, "Bells Are Ringing". The play's action 
revolved around the effects of crossed wires in 
Susanswerphone answering service. While none of 
the large production numbers quite came off, due 
to unfortunate, though understandable, lack of 
musical talent, several members of the cast left 
lasting impressions on the audience. Usually 
reserved Mike Pakenham, riotously portraying a 
dentist singing on his air hose, Mike McClung, 
as a Torchsinger, and Melanie Wells as Sue Summers, 
the owner of Susanswerphone, all provided 
laughs galore. Leads Elizabeth Vickery and 
John Long performed, but less spectacularly. 
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After being postponed a week because of 
rain, the annual clash between the 
eager underclass Powders and the traditionally 
formidable Puffs took place on a glaring 
Wednesday afternoon. The men's colleges, 
and part of the band, turned out in full 
force to see the usually demure, 
feminine Jones girls romp all over the field and 
each other in their version of the great 
game of football. While the rules of flag 
football prohibit tackling, 
the girls, in their enthusiasm, sometimes forgot 
and provided the spectators with some of the 
best tackling and blocking seen all year. 
The Powders had their best moments when on the 

offensive. The wide sweep around left end 
was the play of the afternoon, the strategy 
being that since you can't run over them, you 
run between their legs. Halfback LeAnn 
Schreiber's brilliant running made possible 
several Powder penetrations into Puff territory, 
but the inexperienced Powders could not 
sustain a scoring drive. A devastating aerial 
attack, led by Linda Green, combined with the 
magnitude of their line, enabled the Puffs 
to overwhelm the Powders time and again. 
The most beautiful play of the afternoon was 
Linda's spectacular 65 yard pass to Mary 
Frossard in the end zone. The afternoon 
ended with the Puffs winning 20-0. The 
battered teams then retired to the Jones-Hilton 
to shed their battle gear, patch 
their scars, and emerge again the campus 
beauties we all know and love. 
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From the obscure satire on the "clock" sequence in 
the 1964 Campanile to the unoriginal , 
though welcome, Finale, "Hello Follies" was a drag. 
Described by the program as 
"a hellarious satire on some of the 
things we might like to see on television," the 
show was actually a collection of overly-long, 
not-so-funny jabs at the administration, the food 
service, the health service, American funerals, and 
James Bond movies. The most humorous and best 
written segment was "What Makes Macbeth Run?" 
an amusing conglomeration of Shakespeare's finest characters 
portrayed as Madison Avenue executives. Mike 
Cooper as Macbeth provided most of the laughs with 
his toothbrush. For the second year Tom Bean, 
as the Ajax White Knight, delivered 
one of the best lines of the evening 
with his "God damn horse fell down." 
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Finals follow that figment 
of the imagination known to 
the administration as the 
Reading Period. This one-day 
exercise in futility allows one 
to assemble one's knowledge; 
knowledge gained in the previous 
fifteen weeks in five courses. 
Finals are a time of late hours, 
No-Doz and coffee; of few words 
and quick tempers; of anxiety 
and of relief when one knows 
that the chore is over 
for another four months. 
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SEMESTER 




Second semester always seems shorter 
than the first. Spring sun shines, studies 
slump, and time marches on to May to June. 

We go to the beaches, to the rooftops, 
to the creeping grass, and just out to 
the nearest column to seek the sun. 
If we must study it's out by Willy, or 
under the "architect's funny egg crate 
thing." Labs are hot. Minds are shot. 
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Two shots heard round the campus were 
''the bomb", ban it, and the pinball 
machine, damn it! Just as the ground went up 
in pieces, the "authority" put them down 
in pieces. This, it seems, was a test, a 
practice run for the unforeseen. 

And if you lose too many dimes in 
the machine, you can go find a pile 
of newspaper, or make one for a friend, or 
seek the trees, where mother nature 
helps you study better and sleep more soundly. 
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It was sunny and nice, but the air was 
heavy, and everyone felt like the U.S. was 
about to put two more astronauts into space 
at 12:45. And so, in stages, the people 
arrived attired in most comfortable 
walking shoes, quietly, orderly by order 
of the order, we marched past Willy to 
Lovett Hall, and again past Willy. The 
party presented its missive, classes 
started late, and the students had taken 
a step, or quite a few, in the right direction. 
(Oh, but remember how we hated 
the 600 yard walk-run in PT?) 
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The track team did a better job of running 
than anybody else, and the tennis team 
did a better job of smashing than anybody 
else, and the baseball team did a better 
job as the season progressed. 

The crowds were small , but the men 
on the cinders, the green courts, the diamond 
and the putting green were big. 
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Several new events and visitors made their 
way on campus in the spring segment. 
Roy Wilkins talked about black and white things, 
and Paul Goodman talked about 
nasty grey things. Bud and Travis came to the 
RMC with songs for all, but the all was not 
too many. The spring orchestra concert 
was nothing like Vienna , but the student 
art show could be called the finest of 
all presented in recent years. 
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April is the gruellest month and 
leisure time increases directly with the 
intensity of the sun's rays. The air 
becomes filled with plastic: frisbees 
begin to friss, practice golf balls and 
kites dot the sky. The second round of 
tests is lost in the hurry and scurry 
of planning for the long awaited spring 
holiday. And upon return 
it's only three weeks until exams. 
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It's the weekend we wait for, drink for, 

ride for. It's a quick thing: two hours 

of singing, twenty minutes of racing, 

and at last a busy evening 

of crowded dancing. 


But perhaps on this weekend more than 
any other days of the year, Baker College 
is Baker College, Wiess is Wiess, and Jones 
girls look better than ever. It's the weekend 
of the heroes, of the ronderoyalty, of Rice. 

Exams, why mention exams? Nobody 
studies for second semester exams. 

And the underlings take off for home 
in Texas, Kansas, Hometown. Volkswagens fly 
like heavy bumblebees, 
and bumpers scrape on the curb. 
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Four years, five years, six years 
is a long time, and if you don't go on pro 
that final semester, you graduate 
and take your place in that long line 
of 17,000 Rice graduates. 

Lines tell a story at Rice: slime 
lines, football game lines, demonstration 
lines, and that final line: the line of 
march out! 
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Boys with a ball trying to throw it 
through a hoop, that's what they 
were. But either the hoop was 
too small or too high, for a season of 
2-22 and a conference tally of 1-13 
doesn't say much. 

But it isn't always the 2-22's 
that tell the story. For although 
their hoop-luck was lacking, their spirits 
were high. And the crowds 
cheered loudly at t imes and the boys 
grimaced and determinedly came down 
the court to throw the ball out of 
bounds. And they would try again , 
and by the end of the season McKendrick 
wound up fourth in SWC scoring and 
Seigmund made PBK. 

Coach Carlisle fussed and fidgeted , 

yelled and hollered, understood and 

sympathized. And as the percentage 

got smaller, so did the crowds. 


They bounced the ball well , and threw 
the ball well, but not through the hoop. 
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Dashing madly from Fall into Winter 
and pausing only to smile a little at 
exams, the Rice Players produced 
"One-Acts '65"-a series of 
student-directed one-act plays which 
was unique because 1) there 
were five of them (an unheard-of number 
at Rice) and 2) to the d.elight 
of all, they were good. 

First on the list was Buchner's 
Leonce and Lena, starring Mike Cooper, 
Carolyn Porter, Dave Smith,. and 
Barbara Clark. There were some cynics 
who told director Beverly Wehking that 
she couldn't handle a cast of sixteen 
well, but when the dust had settled, 
Leonce had proved otherwise. 



Then came No Exit by Jean-Paul 
Sartre, and starring only four people, 
Bill Seward, Tracy Clark, Beverly 
Hutchison, and Bob Watson. Notably 
absent, however, from what was a 
truly "stage-worthy" production 
was the Campanile photographer 
which absence threw director Roger 
Glade into a typical frenzy of frustration. 

The second two nights of production 
presented three shorter plays and 
heading this list was The Wonder Hat 
by Goodman and Hecht. Director John 
Epstein broke with all 
sane tradition to join Gil Dawson, 
Shirley Longacre, and Susie Albright 
as a member of the cast-but 
the end result was a charming show. 
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Following this was the raucous satire of 

Jules Feiffer's Crawling Arnold, 

directed by Doug Peel. 

Thom Scrutchin, Bob Sculley, 

Jenny Baird, and Lyn Yeager all turned in 

hysterical performances, but the show was 

stolen by Jasmine X (Fred Roberts) 

as Millie the colored maid. 


Last in the series, and what some considered 
the best of the lot was Peter Schaffer's 
The Public Eye. Gretchen Vik and Tom Demetrician 
excellently helped to bring off the 
subtle comedy, but director Joe Parsons scored 
the "coup" of the evening by casting Dr. 
John Parish in the title role. Dr. Parish's 
performance was easily the hit of "One-Acts '65." 
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All day Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 
morning, we are devoted to the 
advancement of arts, letters, and 
sciences. Saturday nights we are 
devoted to partying. By the time 
Saturday rolls around , we are tired 
of advancing and need a little 
retreating. And so, tired of 
books, tired of professors, tired 
of eating, and tired of sleeping, 
we retreat to "the party." 
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At Rice we have two kinds of 
parties: groady parties and dress-up 
groady parties. Groady is like 
Grundelet. Dress-up groady is 
like after the Texas game. At 
groady parties we have beer. At 
dress-up groady parties we have 
bourbon. At both kinds we have 
fun, or at least we think we do. 
Somehow it's always hard to 
remember whether we really had 
fun, or whether we just had a 
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lot to drink. Sometimes we forget 
whether the two can be separated. 
At any rate, we do forget about 
school for a little while 
and that's why we have our parties, 
isn't it? Sometimes it's hard to remember. 
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"Pajama Game," Pallas Athene Literary 
Society's annual musical production, 
may be called a giant memorial to 
lost causes. To try to stage any 
sort of musical production with as 
many characters as "Pajama Game" 
in Hamman Hall is to champion a lost 
cause of the first order, but to attempt 
an essentially poor musical 
without a reliable pianist and with 
the handicap of a chorus which 
cannot walk and sing simultaneously 
is sheer nonsense. 
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While leads Ken Burgess and Pam Thompson 
gave memorable performances, director 
Claudia Hills, though capable, may be said 
to have espoused another lost cause in 
the rest of the cast. 

It must be said, however, that the members of 
the cast sacrificed much for the performances, 
dedicated as they were to enhancing the lit 
image and pocketbook, and the result was a 
performance nobly given to sparse but 
appreciative audiences. 
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Baker College continued its highly successful 
and very commendable experimentation 
with the aspect of form in the modern theater 
by producing Samuel Beckett's lengthy 
masterpiece, "Waiting for Godot" during the 
second semester. The play was directed 
by Lawson Taitte and the cast consisted of 
Bob Lowenstein, Dennis Kear, John Harris, 
Bill Grove and Berry Kaplan. It is to be hoped 
that such productions as this are 
to form a part of the College Tradition. 
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The Rice Baseball team did not 
turn out to be the Mets of the SWC, 
but they came mighty close. Winning 
five of fifteen games they finished 
fifth , one game up on Texas Christian. 
Behind the arms of Mickey Holder and 
Bill Palmer; and the hitting of 
Andy Rooker, .351 , and Lynn Berry, 
.276, the team managed victories over 
TCU (2) , A&M , SMU, and Baylor. Perhaps 
the only touch possessed by the South 
Main All Stars was that of the double 
play, as they led the league for the 
season with twenty. 

The basepaths were seldom loaded, 
the bleachers seldom full , and had there 
been a million dollar scoreboard in 
center field , it wouldn't have seen 
much exploding. 



/ 
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Tennis in the Southwest Conference 

is Rice. W ith a record of 35 matches 

won to a single defeat, 

and a sweep of the conference meet, 

what could be more obvious? 


In conference meet play Parker 
defeated Turville for the singles 
championship, and then teamed with 
Pickens to defeat a TCU duo for the 

pickens, travis, cummings, parker; absent: turville 



doubles crown . 
The team lost its annual duel 

with Bucholz and company from Trinity, 
but the meet score was only a one 
match decision. 

It seems, about the conference 
anyway, when any Rice racketeer 
proclaims, "Tennis anyone?", everyone 
runs the other way, and they're usually 
chasing a tennis ball. 
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The objects in track and field are 
really pretty basic: to run faster, 
to throw farther, and to jump better 
than your competition. For the 
second straight year the Owl cindermen 
were basically much better than the 
rest of the Southwest Conference. 

The month was May and so was 
the runner who led the Rice thinclads to 
their second consecutive SWC track 
and field championship. May became 
champ in both the high and intermediate 
hurdles, as well as teaming 
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with Wende, Aldman , and Ellington to 
run the mile relay 
clocking a 3:09 earlier in the year. 
He also got together with Collins , 
Wilkerson , and Brown to tie the national 
and world record for the shuttle 
hurdle relays at the Penn Relays if you can 
figure out what that race is. 

Among the jumpers Warren Brattlof 
set a new school record of 16-0 in 
the pole vault, and in the throwing 
department, Joe Williams took fourth 
in SWC competition by breaking the 
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Rice record in the discus with a throw 
of 166-8. 

Perhaps it is in this sport that the 
spectator sees the grimaces more clearly 
on the faces of the participants. And 
this year those grimaces came 
after hours of strenuous practice. For 
our cinders flew faster than ever before 
and the muscles ton~d at the track in the 
old stadium were ready, willing and 
able· to take on and defeat all comers. 



As the days got longer and longer, 
and the temperature showed hotter and hotter, 
The Rice Players, with typical disdain for the 
surrounding climate, presented 
William Shakespeare's "The Winter's Tale." 

In many ways this play marked a major step 
forward in Player development, for not only was 
it their first Shakespeare Festival under the hand 
of Neil Havens, Player permanent director, 
but it also offered the first showing of what could 
be called the "Player multi-play all-purpose Shakespeare 
setting"-a creation of Mr. Havens which will be used 

the rice players' coordinators. 
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with modifications and embellishments as the basic stage 
for most of the forthcoming Player Shakespeare Festivals. 

The play itself was generally not well known to Rice 
audiences, but English majors recognized it as Shakespeare's 
great tragicomedy of death and regeneration, and on the 
whole, the Player production was a good one. 

Appearing for the second year in a row as a Shakespearean 
leading man was John Harris as Leontes. Beverly Wehking as 
Hermione and Barbara Clark as Paulina gave sterling 
performances and were pressed by such 
actors as Bob Loewenstein 
(Autolycus) and Dennis Kear (Camillo) for top acting honors. 
Others performing admirably in major roles included Mike Cooper 
as Polixenes, Tracy Clark as Perdita and 
John Epstein as Florizel. 
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But by far the best scenes in the play were the low 
comedy rustic scenes with great performances 
on the parts of Fred Roberts (the Old Shepherd) and Joe 
Parsons (the Clown) backing up the 
great Loewenstein rogue. 

And, of course, there was the bear, Dr. John Velz. 
The show was not without its faults to be sure, 

but on the whole the Players 
had ended their season on a generally high note. 123 



Rondelet always seems a mile away 
until four weeks beforehand when the real 
beer starts flowing at practices 
in preference to the customary water, 
when the bikes are no longer equipped 
with trash wheels, and when the glee clubs 
are rehearsing three nights a 
week. All around campus you can see 
men tinkering with spokes and 
sprockets, and others soldering special 
attachments on their beer cans. 
Every aspect of the race has become a 
science, and each participant a scientist. 
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After rehearsing before an empty 
hall Wednesday and Thursday evenings, 
the choruses and novelty acts sing 
forth in gleeful glory before the 
traditionally full house. This year 
it was announced that Weiss had 
won the songfest, but upon 
re-examination of the judges' tally sheets it 
was found that, in fact, Will Rice 
had sung fewer notes off key. And 
with a bass fiddle that went plunk, 
and a banjo that went pung, Hanszen 
took first place in the novelty acts . 
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The wind was blowing hard on 
Saturday and everybody suspected what 
actually would happen , no new records 
would be set, although practice bike 
times were records in themselves. The 
crowds cheered their teams as they 
rode by en masse, the program said that 
all the beer drinkers were, in fact, 
21, and then , with the first chug of 
Schlitz, it all suddenly began. 



Hanszen and Baker, Hanszen the 
favorites , and Baker figured to be the 
also-rodes, were the contenders 
along with Wiess early in the race. But 
when a front wheel on a Weiss 
bike went crazy and started off down 
the track by itself, W iess had to settle 
back content to fin ish third. 

Baker led through the third and fourth 
laps, but they, too, ran into bike 
trouble. When Tom Rodeheaver was forced 
to make a last minute bike change, 
he never quite got both feet in the 
stirrups and Baker had to slow down 
to follow Hanszen for a while , 
relinquishing the lead. 
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But Hanszen kept riding, and Baker 
kept following, and Wiess kept 
settling for third. And where was 
Will Rice? Everywhere! With two 
riders on the track two different 
times during the race, it appeared 
that they were trying to invent 
a new game or maybe 
sneak in an extra beer drinker 
or something. Anyway they finished the 
deadest last that anyone has ever 
finished, being the first team in the 
history of the race to be lapped. 
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In the last lap it appeared certain 
that, like the track team would do 
that day, Hanszen would win its 
second straight victory in as many 
years. Baker came in twenty seconds 
later, Wiess a while more later, 
and by the time all the Will 
Rice riders had crossed the line, the 
watches were run down. 

And that evening at the Houston 
Club, a goodly percentage of Riceites, 
attired in unfamiliar formal wear, 
spent a crowded evening dancing, 
merry making and capping off a perfect 
weekend. 

Rondelet is an institution that 
starts in September for some who 
peddle around the track endlessly, which 
provides an excuse like "I was practicing 
for the beer team", and which will 
live on in our memories as our own 
unique spring fling. 
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ronde royalty: jean rawlings, sheila mccartney, anna byrne. 
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Finals are usually a wearisome time, a time 
for long late hours of studying; but somehow this 
never seems to be the case at the end 
of second semester. First of all , it is too damn hot 
and second there is too much else 
to do, like going to the beach or to Kay's 
or playing pinball or making a last ditch attempt 
to find a summer job in Houston so 
that you won't have to go home. Or if you 
are one of the select few who have reached that echelon , 
worrying about whether or not 
you will graduate. But you just don 't worry 
about second semester finals at least not until 
you open the blue book to write the 
first incomplete sentence. 
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For a week preceding the ceremony the 

workmen had been banging away in the 

brilliant sun , building the podium , 

painting it grey; installing the speakers, 

and testing, one, two, three-can you 

hear me, Joe? Give me a seven , a seven ; 

no, make it a six. Okay, that'll do it 

Joe. Sounds good. 


And as the Lord would have it sunny 
for Baccalaureate, it was. And as the graduates 
would have the ceremony short 
and , well all right, valuable , it was. 
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Graduation Day came, and surely as it 
did , the clouds came , too. Dark and close 
they moved in low over the podium 
and the red wooden seats in front 
of Lovett and dropped little plops 
of rain indiscriminately. The 
atmospheric movement precipitated another 
movement: from outside to inside, from 
Houston's June humidity to Autry 
Court's stifling heats , reminiscent of 
basketball games and PT. 

Somehow, the rain seemed right . After 
four years of having it rain on 
weekends and be glorious during finals , 
or having it rain during football , and be glorious 
during basketball , the rain 
seemed most appropriate for Graduation. 
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How else should one approach the stage 
to receive a diploma but dripping 
with a sweat somehow symbolic of all 
the finals, papers, exams, and tears 
that made up the four year labor 
of becoming "educated." 

And so Autry court poured 
graduates, mothers and grandmothers, 
bigwigs, and littlewigs-all come to 
participate in a long hot ceremony which 
marked an end and a beginning: 
the end of one school , the beginning of another; 
the end of dependence, the beginning of 
independence; the end of one way of life, 
and the beginning of another. 
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Not content with last year's accomplishment 
of reducing the number of beauties 
from ten to a realistic five, in February this year 
the editor decided to go before the senate 
and demand further changes in the procedure. 
Of course the senate was unwilling to do anything 
at first but after hearing that as well 
as a name change the alterations would mean 
that the senate would have another chance to botch 
an election the senate gave in to 
the editor's demands and the name of the honor 
was changed to University Favorite. Three months 
and three election committee chairmen 
later, when finals were beginning the senate 
certified the following five lovelies: 
Cynthia Hood, Sheila McCartney, Becky Cardiff, 
Linda Roseberry , and Lili Milani, whose 
pictures are on the following pages as the 
university favorites for the academic year. 
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OUTSTANDING SENIORS 
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bill timme 



tom schunior 



larry yeatman 



chris keller 



/ 
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don s iegmund 



fred wooten 





osa harris 



- • 

f 

waiter mcreynolds 



mark booth 



jeff winningham 



malcolm walker 



HONOREES 


cardiff, geisler, byrne, barry, roseberry, hood, mccartney, henderson, wheat 
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For the passing senior 
at th is moment 
this book is like 
a store window 
passed on the street. 
Rather it is like 
many store windows passed 
as the pages turn. 
Each picture is a moment 
of reflection 
taken at a glance in walking time. 
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In each reflection 
he sees himself 
at that moment 
and the things around 
that make him. 
No picture-window image 
can be real. 
There's too much of the scene 
that's not there. 







But it's the only way 
we can look at ourselves, 
in bits and chunks 
taken not at random. 
In these store windows 
the future shows dimly from 
behind the pane of glass, 
with its objects of desire 
that change as he walks along 
from store to store. 
The reflected past 
and the hazy future 
are separated only by this 
thin little plate of glass 
which is necessary for both 
which contains both. 



The present goes on changing 
as we walk and come to the end 
of the book. 
But as he passes on 
beyond the book 
the whole collection 
of glances, pictures, 
store windows, 
becomes a complex reflection 
itself. 
And it is past. 
Were these glances 
left to memory alone 
they would change and rearrange 
as the future altered them. 







But when solidified 
into pictures and 
patterns of pictures 
the walk along these store windows 
remains its own entity 
the whole pattern of which 
can be reseen 
reinterpreted as the future 
alters 
the one who walked. 
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To the Class of 1965: 


In a sense, we are classmates; four years ago you and 

I entered Rice as freshmen. Like all freshmen, we had 

much to learn and much to un-learn. This learning 

process is a continuing thing that doesn't stop with 

a commencement ceremony and the formal bestowing 

of a degree. 


You plunged into your academic studies and I into the 

activities of the Presidency. And despite the fact 

that circumstances, and sometimes false appearances, made 

it seem that students and administrators were natural 

opponents, the twain have often met. You and I have 

shared the learning experience which should be the reward 

of all students and all teachers. Although we have 

sometimes misunderstood one another and have had differences 

of opinion, we have kept on toward the goal of learning. 

For myself I can say that you have taught me much-about 

your ambitions, your attainments, and even your frustrations. 


Which is to say that I have shared your excitement and 

your progress toward the goal of understanding our world 

and one another. 


In turn , I hope that you have felt the thrill of a new 

idea, the satisfaction of a problem solved, and the beauty 

of a persistent principle. And I hope, too, that you 

came to appreciate the deep interest your teachers took 

in you and in leading you on intellectual journeys, as well 

as in sharing mutual interests and the excitement of exploring 

the unknown. 


As you move into new activities, I trust that you will carry 

with you a sense of shared adventure and a love of learning, 

together with the certainty that Rice will remain for all of ~ 


us a bastion of truth. I / r ' 

Yours very sincerely, ~ .. _.> 

/ffi, ' • 



chancellor croneis 

honorary chancellor houston 
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dean higginbotham 

dean mcenany 



_ L 
dean wadsworth; chairman french dept. 

registrar morehead 

dean brotzen 

treasurer shamblin 
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business manager sims 

dean richter 

athletic director neely 

head librarian craig 

admissions director giles 
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chairman dessler 
space science 

chairman bearden 
health and physical education 
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chairman lewis chairman veletsos 
chemistry civil engineering 

chairman francis 
naval science 

chairman fulton 
philosophy 



chairman rath 
history, political science 

chairman wood 
education 

chairman caudill 
architecture, fine arts 

chairman castaneda 

classics , italian , russian , spanish 


chairman rimlinger 

economics , business administration 
 chairman akers 

chemical engineering 
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chairman curtis 
mathematics 

chairman phillips 
physics 

chairman kahn 
chairman lanphiergermanics 
military science 

chairman adams 
geology 
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chairman bourne 
electrical engineering 

chairman chapman 
mechanical engineering 

chairman read 
anthropology, sociology psychology 

chairman norbeck chairman kaplan 
biologychairman dowden 


english 
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INTERFAITH COUNCIL 
... focusing on human concern. 
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HILLEL is the Jewish college 
student's link with his heritage. 
At Rice , Hillel presents a wide 
range of programming designed to 
give its members a religious , 
cultural , and social meeting ground . 
Among other programs, last year's 
activities included a weekly Hebrew 
class, informal dinner-discussion meetings, 
production of " No Exit" with the Rice Players , 
and several parties. 
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UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
.. . accepting and celebrating the gift of life. 
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
ORGANIZATION 
The Ministry of the 
Church of Christ Scientist 
to Rice University. 
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THE NEWMAN CLUB 
is the agent for Christian action 
by the Catholic student. Worship 
at St. Mary's, social work projects, 
and parties help the student become 
involved with his faith , and with 
others of his faith. 
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CANTERBURY 
The Episcopal Church's Ministry 
to Rice University. 
The dimension of worship 
in the academic experience. 
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At one time in the saga of Rice history, a 
few girls got together and realized that, 
since they were each made of "sugar, spice, 
and everything nice," a whole slew of them 
(carefully chosen, of course) should be 
infinitely more sugary, deliciously spicy, 
and oh, so much nicer. And so the first literary 
society (as they cryptically called it) was 
born. 

And in their epic struggle for existence and 
self-justification, the girls paused in their 
candy-making to note that their male 
counterparts could never produce anything 
greater than a surfeit of snails and 
puppy dog tails and so had to disband. "Ah-ha!" 
the girls pondered, "our reasoning is correct!" 

recipe. 

right if the girls had 
adding ingredients , but 

someone slipped in a 
was a stench which 

their noses 

minor faults-for some 
turn out well-for 

only means by 
phone numbers without 

produced some really 

them anyhow. 

who never get to 

to their 

n all 

line 
suit 
to raise 

e 
ally 

duce the 
en's 

ojects. 

girls, 
other way. 
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The EB's began the year in the pink 
with a welcoming party for the freshmen 
and then went on to produce "Bells 
are Ringing." The proceeds from the 
annual production enable them to 
continue in true EB style throughout rush 
and then some. To emphasize the literary 
aspect of the society, the modern 
British novel (James Bond & Co.) was 
the theme of the EB rush party. 
The annual formal, a dinner dance 
preceded by a cocktail hour, was 
held at the Warwick-an off-campus 
and on-cork affair. To disprove 
the criticism that the lits are 
merely social organizations, the 
EB's marched stoically through the 
bushes of the azalea trail-their 
cultural project of the year. They 
even herded thirteen young orphans 
through Wee Wild West Kiddieland. 
(There were supposed to be twelve, 
but someone brought his brother.) 
The remainder of the budget went 
to provide a 67 pound roast pig 
for the EB luau where everyone 
was properly leied, in true EB style. 
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mcnatt, mccartney, stevens, cardiff, degnan, lewis 
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cindy bagby 
susan baker 
lynne baker 

mary corneil 
Carolyn COX 

nancy degnan 
barbara beasley 

sandra hanson 
cynthia hood 

yvonne legeron 

sheila mccartney 
alyce mcdermott 

jan mcnatt 
maria miller 

marcia pieper 

carolyn porter 
sherry ragan 

kay randall 
carol starr 

carol stephens 

susan thompson 
elizabeth vickrey 

melanie wells 
anne wheat 

sharon woolford 



mccants, hinton, green, ashford, pugh, nelson 

______ ---. 



daisy ashford 
bonnie bailey 

pat burns 
lanelle fortune 

linda green 
julie hinton 

pat kendrick 
harriet mauzy 

Despondent over· sagging morale and sluggish carolyn mccants 
membership, the Chaille Rice Literary Society karen nelson 
endeavored this year to elevate both. After car.ole ann pugh 
selling all-school social calendars in the patti shelton 
fall, the lit began a round of swim parties, 
scavenger hunts, luaus, and eggnog parties 
designed to provide diversion from academic life 
for its members. Successful in this undertaking, 
CR's turned to more serious and worthwhile projects. 

peggy 
linda 

stolte 
suttle 

They brought Thanksgiving to San Felipe in the kathleen themas 
form of baskets, and brought Christmas to the 
second graders of Dow Elementary in the form of 

mary wilson 

Santa Barney Giesen Claus . Rush, calling-in, mock, 
and formal initiation (described by one member as 
"witchety grub rites under the full moon") were successful 
in almost doubling CR membership. The formal and pledge's 
buffet followed, ending the year successfully for the CR's. 195 



The passage of time has come in for 
much comment. Soothsayers utter 
meaningless poetry about it, 
institutions cherish it, 
and this year the OWLS took 
full advantage of it to prove that 
Longevity can be fun, especially if you 
don't worry about getting the OWLS 
directory out until November. 

This year the OWLS were forty years 
old but still they managed to be 
rather spry on the social scene, starting 
the year with images of Scarlett O'Hara 
at what they call a plantation style 
party. And there were others the 
Christmas party, initiation tea; 
and others, spring dinner and swimming 
party, and others to prove that 
life does indeed begin at forty. 

But even so the OWLS could not 
entirely escape the responsibility 
of age so they yielded to 
their maternal instincts and 
sponsored a foster child in Viet Nam as 
well as giving another Christmas party 
for the tots of Dow Elementary's second grade. 

Then there were more parties-the Alice 
in Wonderland rush affair, and 
a garden party. But there were two 
real "highlights" to this gala season
the "Happy Birthday Party" attended by 
alumnae from 1925 to 1964 as well as 
the elegant spring formal held at the 
Houston Yacht Club. And in the end, 
the OWLS proved once more 
that "lit" is short for "literary" 
by holding their annual book review. 
The Virginian by Owen Wister. 



lucas, barrow, underwood, mcghee, allen 

elisabeth alleman 
georganna allen 
barbara barrow 

carol barnum 
julia bremer 

kathy childers 
eileen doyle 

mary frossard 
kay goerner 
sayra hearn 

anne holland 
carol howell 
shirley jones 

lynda lasswell 
kay mcelheny

claire mcghee 
linda moorman 
nancy robinson 
linda roseberry 

suzanne simpson 

elaine smith 
carol spaw 
jean spohn 

jane_ starling 
sharon underwood 
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Once again this year, the girls in 
the Pallas Athene Literary Society 
proved the significance of capital 
letters in the English language 
(something for which English 
teachers of the world will be 
forever grateful) . 

The PALS, on one hand , once again 
proved they do attend by winning the 
1.W. Scurvy award for attendance at 
the Rally Club open house and by 
infusing themselves with a large 
quantity of spirit at parties with 

the SLLS, the rushees (the Sundae and 
Pallette parties) , and, especially, 
at a charming little place called 
"Bertha's." 

The members of Pallas Athene Literary 
Society, on the other hand, increased 
their scholarship fund handsomely 
with proceeds from "Pajama Game" 
helpingly sold lemonade 
at the Rondelet bike race 
under the sign of " Free Beer" 
and lavished what remained of the 
budget on the formal at the Keyboard Club. 
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schroeder, vik, pope, jones, warder, pierce 

georgianna boren 
connie brown 

paula bybee 
mary gilliand 

claudia hills 
lee jones 

cindy johnson 
kathleen o'halloran 

adelaide pierce 
sharon pope 

ann riquelmy 
nancy r itter 

lee ruth schroeder 
pam thompson 

nancy tips 
gretchen vik . 

judy wainscott 
wendy warder 



In the Terse innocuous prose of the 
Rice Student handbook tbe Rally 
Club is described as a "men's 
club theoretically organized for the 
purpose of furthering school spirit 
at Rice University." This is 
fine as far as it goes but unfortunately 
it does not show the extent to which 
Rallyers will go to perform 
their function. Their 

dedication is so great that they will 
carry dead fish around the campus, 
allow themselves to be paddled, 
sponsor Grundelet and jump in the Mecom 
Fountain. It would seem that 
these functions appear to 
further their own spirit rather than 
the school's but some spirit must be 
better than no spirit at all. 

L____ _ 
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"The Student Senate , the legislative 
body of the Student Association. " 
Incoming freshmen reading the imposing 
title are filled with prideful awe, 
for this body, working for the student 
interest, must surely be the dynamic 
force on the campus. He soon finds 
that while the student senate 
represents something to the student body, 
what that something could be is quite 
unimaginable. Rarely fulfilled are 
the campaign promises to awaken the 
campus from its lethargy and to 
initiate a year in which the senate 
"really gets things done." 
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This year's Senate was no exception. Plagued 
throughout the year by quorum problems, it 
managed to avoid doing anything really 
effective until the ad hoc committee badgered it 
into action during the Kelly case. Aside 
from this , the Senate confined its 
interests to such projects as 
acquiring more money for itself through 
an increase in the blanket tax, sponsoring 
the homecoming dance at a $1100 loss, and 
running elections. At this point, the 
Election Committee deserves special 
mention this year for having run more 
elections than anyone ever thought possible, 
and at the same time having most of them 
declared invalid. 
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The Student Center Board is a group of 
hardy individuals who have 
the difficult tasks of converting 
that architectural monstrosity known as the Rice 
Memorial Center into a student center: 
of promoting big name entertainment on campus 
and of running movies 
whenever they can use the Grand Hall on a Sunday 
night. This year the students 
decided to help the board out 
by voting them a share of the blanket 
tax increase and the board decided 
to help itself by installing 
pinball machines in the basement. 

roseberry, dunn, moorman 

montgomery, elliot, gardella , pfeiffer, hasty, 
glass, pollard , king, barnes. 
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THE HONOR COUNCIL 


barry, mcgregor, rorschach, camp, longcope, brewer, wylie, doyle, timme, gever, lowey-ball, cohen, rawlings, mason. 




THE RICE OWL BAND: 

holmes mcneely, director; ron plasek , 
drum major; carolyn heafer, sandra 
hanson , nancy henderson , majorettes 
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There do exist on the Rice campus certain students 
who do not have complete faith in 
the president's exemption of married men 
from the draft. Seeking to insure 
themselves against the rigors of basic training 
and prompted no doubt by feelings of patriotism 
and a desire to serve their country these 
hardy individuals are willing to sacrifice 
their Wednesday afternoons and one or all 
of their summers to Army or Navy ROTC. 
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These two para-military organizations 
spend those Wednesday afternoons 
marching around the parking lot 
learning the intricacies of the 
manual of arms and dismounted 
drill. This is not enough however, twice 
a year the Army tests the physical combat 
proficiency of its cadets 
by seeing how well they perform 
such tasks as throwing 
a grenade or crawling forty yards or running 
a mile. Needless to say due to their 
conditioning in water fights the cadets pass 
the test with flying colors. Navy does not 
indulge in such athletic pastimes, but 
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sends the corps to various naval 
installations so that they can see 
what goes on in the real live Navy. 

Three times a year these two 
traditional rivals function together 
in peaceful harmony: 
at the Army-Navy ball, at the Final Review 
when the goodies are passed out and 
at Graduation when they receive 
a commission as an officer 
and a gentleman 
as well as their Rice Diploma. 





Once again with feeling the Forum 
Committee, King and his Court, 
made its presence known in mind and pocket. 
Press releases outnumbered committee 
meetings but by year's end 
the Rice student body could offer ~ rostrum to 
all comers: blue, white and red. 

However, since there was a price, 
or is it "compromise", in administrative 
financial support, tne student body voted forum aid 
with a one dollar blanket 
tax assessment. The Forum-Administration 
bout lasted longer than Clay-Liston, 
and the weapons were more sophisticated, 
most of the time. And for speakers 
we had .. . 
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The year has come and gone. It began 
like all years; it ended like all years. 
But in the midst it was unique. 
It meant many things, but for each and 
every one of us, the meaning of the 
year was different. No matter how 
different those feelings may be, 
the images which formed them are 
the same. Thus this yec;lr's Campanile 
has focused upon the images of the 
year, in order that each individual 
might apply his own special meaning 
to them. 

Some of you will search for images 
and not find them. Others of you will 
find new ones. Due to the factors 
of time and space we have not been 
able to record everything that has 
taken place. Our images must be 
recorded on film and in words. We 
hope that you find our new images 
and recognize your own. 

For you created the images, and to 
use a Rice phrase, we "regurged" them. 

But they are more than mere "plugs" 
for they are sparked with the 
individualism of the Rice mind. 

terry cloudman, editor 
photographer 

bill chandler, business manager 
jeffry corbin, assistant editor 

designer 
photographer 

jenny mccravey, editorial assistant 
jackie wright. assistant 

jack garland, jim hokanson , ward smith. 
jeff winningham; photographers 

stuart glass. roger glade, ron green. 
kent morrison, rod seidel , judy 
wainscot; copy 

At this juncture I should like to 
express my deep gratitude to those 
students whose names are above. In 
particular I should like to thank 
Jeff Corbin, Bill Chandler, Jackie 
Wright, and Jenny Mccravey for the 
long hours of valuable time they 
devoted to the book. And to Ron 
Green for the introduction and reflections 
poetry and Jeff Winningham for the 
outstanding senior pictures go 
special thanks, also. Also, special 
thanks to D Eon Priest of Balfour and Company. 
Without the help of all these, the production 
of this book would not have been possible. 
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Just about the time things started 
to get pretty dull around campus, The 
Thresher 1964-65 somehow managed to compensate 
for the endemic dearth of news 
by strategically planting some of its own. 

And what with the rash of demonstrations, 
capitulations, sullyings of virtue, firings 
of editors, resignations of business managers, 
unveilings of grand designs, and general 
confusion as to just what a faculty 
advisor was supposed to do other than to get 
his name in the staff box, The Thresher 
was seldom without sufficient material 
to fill its allotted pages, and Chris 
Chandler, the Walter Lippmann of the 
South, was supplied with enough fuel 
for months of inanities over the boob tube. 

Despite the reign of two different editors 
and three different business managers, the 
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paper had one trait which remained 
consistent throughout the year-it never made 
the Monday deadline imposed by Hugh Rice 
Kelly. As everybody knew, the paper came 
out on Thursday, so obviously 
the real deadline was Thursday morning. 
As per tradition , editorials were written 
at the printers , under the baleful 
eye of Scardino, who was raking 
in overtime. Jim Zumwalt wheeled his 
b icycle around looking for gnomes to help 
w ith the work , with varying degrees of success. 

Kelly made some sort of mumbled appeal 
during Freshman Week for frosh to 
join the staff, and only Phil Garon , Jim 
Denney, and Tom Bertrand answered it . Richard 
Best gave up at the outset his efforts to 
impart spiritual guidance into the group, 
and spent most of the year 
as Piety Editor, writing up Chapel 

speakers. Susan Bridges searched about 
frantically for copy, and John Durham 
quietly looked over Kelly's shoulder 
trying to pick up some pointers on how 
to put out a paper, on the off chance 
that someday he might become editor. 
Stuart Glass waited for everyone to leave 
so that he could write his Pollyanna 
sports copy in peace, and David Turner 
gamboled about faithfully supplying his 
auto for any and all errands of the staff. 
Penny Kitchen made it a habit to fall 
asleep waiting for some copy to lay out 
the paper with , and Gene Keilen, who 
like Griffin Smith was editor emeritus, 
blithely missed deadlines for the inspired 
but Phantom, Literary Review. Scholarly 
John Hamilton chucked his admirable study 
habits to help the paper, and Chris 
Keller, following the tradition of all 
Jones Presidents , brought herself and her 
friends up to read proofs. 

About midterm, Mike Derkacz decided he'd 
rather study than be business manager, 
and turned the reins over to Mike Carter. 
Carter decided he'd like to write some 
sports, and Glass decided he'd like to be 
business manager, and the latter 
wound up doing both , with no little help 
from Dave Wilhelmsen and John 
Alexander. 

When it was all over, Durham was 

Editor, corresponding from Iran , Bridges 

decided she liked journalism anyhow, 

and Kelly was glad to get out. And 

through it all, Walter W. Isle remained 

bewildered, but inscrutable, to the last. 
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Perhaps the thickest publication ever 
to come out of Rice was the spring issue of 
Janus. Measuring 4½" by 4½" and 
weighing two pounds four ounces, the "cube" 
surprised the Rice populous into the first 
Janus "sellout" since the magazine's 
founding. Edited by Charles Demitz and designed 
by Jeff Corbin, Janus contained 176 pages of 
Rice's finest literary offerings. 
Ron Green won the annual Prose Contest 
with his story "Orry." 
In short, the spring issue of Janus 
was the English major's answer to the 
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, and 
far more interesting. 
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ross, bergman, taitte, norris, campbell, riden, barkley, edmonds, hearron, jones, shanor 
scheid, corbin, winningham, morrison 



BAKER COLLEGE 


Master Carl R. Wischmeyer 
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GRADUATES 


fred ames 
clifton barkley 
david bock 

mark booth 
bradley bucher 
hal bybee 

william carlisle 
j.b. castillo 
robert collier 

edward constant 
vaughan counts 
wake epps 

david gassman 
henry graeser 
stuart glass 

jim graves 
don hasty 
charles hubbard 

will j. hubbard 
brandon jones 
ken kipp 

greg mcclure 
david mcstravick 
will mcwhorter 
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eddie mineau 
jed morris 
boyd murrah 

geoffrey lea winningham 

tim o'connell 
don porter 
mike rassbach 

dana robertson 
gerald smith 
tom sudberry 

baylor triplett 
earl wagner 
ray wende 229 



david anderson 
bob bacon 
richard behnke 
johnny bergman 

lynn berr:y 
waiter bible 
randol bjorkman 
hugh blevins 

tim bratton 
paul brewer 
dale callihan 
donald callaway 

jim campbell 
gene cawlfield 
paul chamberlain 
bert clarke 

jimmy cobb 
steven coenen 
tom collins 
ronney conner 

allan cooper 
jeff corbin 
christopher curran 
jo jack davis 

tom davis 
douglas delong 
mike derkacz 
dale dierberg 

finley edmonds 
john epstein 
bill folk 
george forristal 

mike galaznik 
thomas lee garrard 
rick greentaw 
robert bruce grove 

stephen haines 
lee hall 
darell hancock 
joe hess 
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an 
charles hoffman 
pat howard 
tim hunt 
c.d . hyatt 

don jones 
mike journeay 
barry kaplan 
bill kennedy 

john kirkpatrick 
dick lagow 
mike laughlon 
ronald linton 

mike maddux 
joe tom maxwell 
earl mccants 
tom mcgown 

robert mcneely 
larry mcreynolds 
mark medford 
kent morrison 
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jeff norris 
gary neptune 
brent patterson 
david phillips 

bill pickle 
scott pigford 
john rawlings 
rick reitz 

richard reynolds 
david rhodes 
ran ross 
richard rowe 

doug ryder 
leroy ryza 
mark scheid 
gene schroeder 

david schwarz 
jim scott 
charles shanor 
bill sheets 



bob stelzl 
bob stout 
monty strauss 
terry tarrow 

john teague 
lewis todd 
don tweig 
john walke 

gary warinner 
jon wilkes 
bob wolfram 
mike yellin 
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jackson, greig, kohler, lovett, kennedy, masterson , speeg, copeland , nelson, blocher, hawkins 
plapp, knoohuizen , crownover, yeatman, curtis , mcreynolds, heath 



Master William H. Masterson 

HANSZEN COLLEGE 
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GRADUATES 

jim crownover 
donald davisbob anderson 
john davisjoseph barfield 

gary bennett 

ba rry ga ines 
damon hickeydick best 
cullom jonesfred brasch 

harry burrow 

karl karnaky 
david matthewslarry burrow 
michael mcclungbill butler 

bill chandler 

mike mcgoodwin 
waiter mcreynoldS

john clopton don nord 
jack cook 
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jim parker 
george person 

charles sinex 
al smith 

vince speeg 
jim sprague 

larry tiner 
peter torgrimson 

gerald urbach 
frank van court 

jim weiant 
mark weis 

david wilhelmsen 
thomas I. wilson 

larry yeatman 
robert zelenka 
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john aldredge 
george alexander 
craig anderson 
mike andrews 

gene auldridge 
jeff barton 
tom bean 
bill beasley 

edward blocher 
jim boockholdt 
bill boone 
john boyce 

u.s. branson 
robins brice 
george brick 
ronald brown 

edward buckner 
mark buehler 
roger clark 
william clark 238 

fred cloud 
david cohen 
gary collins 
fred connell 

dana copeland 
edward cragg 
r ichard cramer 
mark cristy 

gregory curtis 
craig davis 
george davis 
earl dodgion 

danny dossett 
john dunlap 
don elsik 
bobby ermel 

john finney 
richard foster 
mike frazier 
rick gardner 



bill jenkins 
phil garon larry jordan 
bill geffen mike joye 

john kemperclark gregg 
jim grossman 

ken kennedy 
wayne kennedyjerry hafter 
pete klindworthrobert hailey 
bob leftwichken hanson 

hal hawkins 

richard lewis 
john littlethemas hill 
harold lockwoodlee hoevel 
bill lorimerkent hofmann 

pat hollifield 

malcolm lovett 
pete holpert david marchand 

chuck marstrandmark house 
jim martinjohn howell 

john huff 

neil matzen 
robert mcalistergrady hughes 
rocky mcashanstuart hutchins 
richard moondavid hutton 

tommy jackson 
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john morgan 
lynn morris 
bert maser 
john moss 

ernest mueller 
d. y. myers 
james neely 
joe nelson 

ron niehaus 
larry oswald 
david pace 
richard parker 

donald platt 
blake redding 
ralph reece 
langston rogde 

barry rosson 
steven russ 
dave ruth 
charles schade 

bill schnitt 
george schulgen 
john schulze 
roy scudday 

george seewagen 
julius sensat 
gary shapiro 
clayton sherman 

alan shive 
john short 
rick simpson 
charles spear 

paul spikes 
karl stauss 
mike stavinoha 
marshal! stiles 

bill strait 
george stroup 
bob suggs 
stephen swenson 
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john tenant 
james thorpe 
gene timberlake 
lindsey turner 

earl ulrich 
richard ulrich 
homer walker 
mike walker 

stephen wallace 
richard webb 
clarence wilkerson 
jim wilkerson 

bob wilkinson 
joe eddie williams 
lance wilson 
michael winters 

don wolda 
jeffrey wooley 
bill wylie 
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gurasich, nelson, byrne, van amburg, amspoker, barrow, coyner, bellows, miller 
charles, kirkpatrick, geisler, keller, fraser, wilson, wheeler 
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JONES COLLEGE 

Master Frank E. Vandiver 



GRADUATES 


georganna allen 
daisy ashford 
barba ra barrow 

sue amelia bartow 
linda boles 
georgiana boren 

bridget brunk 
anna byrne 
dorothy camp 

nancy degnan 
val dunn 

norma fisk 
cynthia fraser 
marion funderburk 

linda geisler 
mary gilliland 
beverly giusti 

dell goldsmith 
fra nces grossman 
jean hansen 

sandra hanson 
liz haskett 
karen haynes 
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mae nacol 
lois oakes mary jo holder 
marcia pieperlee jones 

shirley jones 

adelaide pierce 
carole ann pughjoanne kao 
virginia rainbow nancy knight 

barbara lucas 

jean rawlings 
lee ruth schroeder

carolyn mccants 
mary shaw

sheila mccartney 
kay mcelheny 

patti shelton 
cleta smith 

claire mcgee gerda smith 
jan mcnatt 
helen mintz 
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leslie snyder mary wilson 
virginia sturgis carole riggs wynne 
Ii nda suttle jacqueline yellin 

olivia themas 
pam thompson 
edna tusak 

sharon underwood 
judy wainscott 
beverly wehking 

lucy wheeler 
betty whitwell 
ann wilson 
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joanne albert 
susie albright 
joanne alexander 
elisabeth alleman 

jean amspoker 
mavis atkinson 
lynne baker 
susan baker 

bonnie bailey 

carol barnum 

susan barren 

vicki bartlett 


judy bellows 
ginny bethea 
beth · bevens 
marcella blake 

barbara bliss 
antoinette boecker 
susan bonner 
janice bradley 248 

julie bremer 
bonnie brigance 
belinda brockman 
pat bryan 

barbara campbell 
ellen campbell 
becky cardiff 
patti charter 

ellen claggett 
ann clark 
barbara clark 
linda clarke 

carolyn cox 
dariel davis 
barbara dean 
diana dean 

linda deer 
ann dennis 
ann dockerty 
diane dodson 



marlowe donaldson 
gail drayton 
sandee duncan 
michele etier n 

anna jo eads 
linda fagg 
martha failing 
eleanor ferguson 

stephanie ferrante 
elizabeth fischer 
virg1n1a flynn 
marilyn ford 

lanelle fortune 
dorothy french 
virginia frederick 
mary frisinger 

mary frossard 
morag fullilove 
sue fullilove 
joan gurasich 

sue gilbert 
mary jane gilchrist 
barbara giusti 
paulette giusti 

kay goerner 
susan grafton 
ione gray 
sue carol griffiths 

barbara hamski 

diane hastings 

virginia haughton 

linda hayes 


carolyn heafer 
sayra hearn 
leslie helfrich 
maryann henderson 

laura henry 
karen hess 
julie hinton 
sandy hockensmith 
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anne holland 
suzanne hollyfield 
cynthia hood 
carol howell 

mary howell 
gene hughey 
susie jackson 
mary jatzlau 

kate jeffries 
kendra jensen 
cynthia johnson 
karen johnson 

martha johnson 
marjorie johnson 
judy johnson 
mary k johnston 

maud kelton 
pat kendrick 
suzy kitchen 
martha kirkpatrick 
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sallie lancaster 
lynda lasswell 
marva lerner 
yvonne legeron 

pat lesko 
patti lewis 
nancie litin 
carol little 

sherron lockwood 
donna logan 
shirley longacre 
judy maclean 

sheila mahan 
mary mann 
barbara manroe 
janie marshal! 

claire matens 
harriet mauzy 
rebekah mcbride 
julie mccants 



:l 

alison mccord 
susan mccotter 
alice mccracken 
jenny mccravey 

alyce mcdermott 
pat mcdowell 
colleen mcgee 
sue mcnair 

nancy meffert 
alice menetree 
enid meyer 
lili miliani 

maria miller 
kay mills 
helene mittanck 
maxine mohon 

laura montgomery 
marilyn moser 
martha murphy 
karen nelson 
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juanita newman 
jean noble 
kathleen o'halloran 
perry ouderdonk 

carol pearson 
beth phelps 
mozelle phillips 
lynne platt 

sharon pope 
carolyn porter 
jenny rackley 
sherry ragan 

patricia ready 
janis richardson 
velma richardson 
cheryl rittenbaugh 

nancy ritter 
shirley revis 
holly robertson 
nancy robinson 



nancy robison 
linda roseberry 
becky rosenberg 
alice rudolph 

elizabeth saunders 
serena savage 
carol schild 
salle schlueter 

joanna scott 
helen segrave 
suzanne simpson 
joann sherwood 

susan slaughter 
elaine smith 
linda smith 
jean smith 

carol spaw 
carol starr 
carol stephens 
peggy stolte 252 

michele stojan 
kitty summers 
linda summers 
susan sutton 

kathleen thomas 
lydia thomas 
rosemary thomas 
paula thornton 

brenda tix 
martha tod 
carol ann toups 
karen trask 

jamsie treppendahl 
kathy tuggle 
carol van atta 
elizabeth vickrey 

gretchen vik 
martha wallace 
wendy warder 
perry weaver 



hi 

lynda weber 
barl:;>ara weir 
sally wesley 
melanie wells 

carol white 
sally whiteside 
kay willis 
sharon woolford 

jackie wright 
lynn yaeger 
carolyn zintgraff 
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ostman, wesley, robinson, buckner, head, meier 
king, coleman, wendenberg, mcgregor, kerr, upton 
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WIESS COLLEGE 


Master Roy V. Talmage 
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GRADUATES 


daren appelt 
peyton barnes 
jack beaird 

eddy bejar 
wayne bertsch 
carter browne 

dwight calkins 
kenneth dessain 
george elam 

stanley elliot 
john foster 
kent goering 

frederick grabiner 
mark henricks 
greg holland 

lawrence howard 
preston johnson 
waiter johnson 

fred kracke 
derry lawrence 
ted yitton 

w.j. keegan 
caroll keilers 
jack kellam 



jan lodal 
charles loggie 

gordon pollardalton marshal!,er james powell 
william redwine 

duncan mason 
tom masterson william richardson
ken maxhamrd raymond schaub 

n ralph schilling 

bill mcgregor 
edwin metzler rudy schreider
rich meyer 

elvis spradling 
blake touchstone 

louis page 
john parkerson 

roy underwoodpaul piper 
charles upton 
hans wendenburg 
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thomas williams 
bill wilson 
cary wintz 

nicholas yaworski 
gary zintgraff 
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hank abernathy 
edwin albers 
michael alexander 
daniel albright 

james ash 
howard ayers 
bryon balbach 
eric barbar 

joseph becker 
tom bertrand 
george bertschler 
michael biggs 

alien blackburn 
john bond 
verl brown 
tom buckle 

barry buechner 
ken burgess 
chip bruce 
larry burross 

jack cain 
bob cambridge 
douglas campbell 
ronald clark 

robert cobb 
james cochran 
warren cole 
jay cooper 

lee cotton 
peter cramerus 
phillip crowley 
alan cummings 

david dalton 
larry darling 
joel dendy 
lar_ry doolen 

david drake 
sterling eanes 
craig eaton 
kenneth eckley 



- ------- - ---- -- -
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randy ehlers 
richard ekstrom 
james ellett 
richard everett 

terry feagin 
grant fehr 
steve frakes 
stuart francis 

frank gerth 
ba rney giesen 
don golden 
robert gray 

howard gready 
steven guthier 
kenneth hall 
jon harrison 

doug harp 
douglas harvey 
lewis haupt 
buddy hawkins 

charles head 
marvin anderson 
john herrick 
bruce hinkley 

jim hokanson 
drew holland 
harry holmes 
waiter holloman 

daniel hyde 
d ick janowski 
charles jastre 
john jehl 

paul johnson 
pete johnson 
bennett joiner 
m ike kennedy 

john kerr 
chuck king 
james knox 
don q lamb 
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barrett lambert 
william leeman 
james levering 
dave linick 

johnny lochner 
john long 
stuart long 
jim lomax 

richard lyman 
mike maguire 
jerry manheim 
mel maresh 

quentin masters 
jim maynard 
john mcculley 
charles mcdaniel 

david mcgee 
russell meier 
bill merrimen 
charles morgan 

ted moore 
brad marrs 
jerry mouton 
ray needham 

ralph neuman 
barry nickle 
bill novak 
terry o'rourke 

dick ostman 
charles parks 
joe parsons 
ridge pate 

paul pfeiffer 
edwin pollack 
jim popplewell 
mike poston 

mike power 
ray rawls 
greg reilly 
johnny rhoades 
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ward richardson 
frank roberts 
jerry rothrock 
merrit ruhlen 

gerald sadler 
bill sandel 
jim schreiber 
gene scott 

jerry serwer 
alan shapiro 
john sharp 
bill smiley 

stan smith 
eric sorenson 
roger stockbauer 
jim stones 

joe straus 
pat sullivan 
dennis swanson 
jim swanson 
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ben teague 
john val themas 
larry themas 
bob thompson 

mart true 
lou vogel 
bruce voorhies 
raymond wagner 

tom watkins 
dick wesley 
elliot wheeler 
bill williams 

bobby williams 
bob williamson 
bryan wolf 
phil woodhall 

johnnie woodward 
lloyd youngblood 



fulton , schunior, herr, bearden, wooten, vexler, blinn 
glidden, farmer, wood, cuthbertson, phillips 
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WILL RICE COLLEGE 


Master James S. Fulton 
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GRADUATES 


don alton 
john aymond 
fred baker 

!eland beck 
john behrman 
victor belfi 

lennard blanton 
john blum 
johnny boles 

bud brown 
peter brown 
louis brus 
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malcolm buttram 
charles drinnan 
fred eggers 

william free 
charles gailey 
derald glidden 

bart guthrie 
osa harris 
will harris 

cordell haymon 
jo howze 
mike johnson 



edmund kallina 
phil lawless 
brian lewis 

dale mccleary 
james mcdaniel 
terry miller 

robert moyer 
karl mueller 
john musselman 

edwin nolan 
jack ronzio 
chester rosson 

tom schunior 
preston staats 
william timme 

malcolm walker 
john wallace 
freddie white 

ronald williams 
raymond wilson 
john paul wood 

kenneth wynne 



adrian abel 
edmund acosta 
david agricola 
chris allen 

richard armstrong 
jay bailey 
ray baisden 
frank baker 

john baker 
jim bearden 
bill berg 
robert bland 

geoffrey bowman 
george bright 
waiter brown 
david bryan 

joe carruthers 
eddie claassen 
jim crisp 

268frank deis 

jim denney 
keith dennis 
griffin dix 
mike doman 

george edwards 
dick evans 
mike evans 
paul farmer 

george farrington 
lewis ford 
vick giles 
nick gilliam 

richard gomez 
clint goodson 
william gordon 
chris grigassy 

john guggenheirn 
john guinn 
keith harbaugh 
james hargis 



nelson hatt 
robert haugen 
john hawkins 
charles hubbard 

tom hylden 
waiter johnson 
tom jurgensen 
gary jones 

richard juhnke 
richard kennemer 
thad knight 
alan kuentz 

jim laukus 
nolan lehman 
bill longley 
ernest maggard 

john mcbride 
john mcdonald 
stan mcdonald 
dolan mcknight 
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j.b. mcreynolds 
bruce morris 
ken narahara 
david nichols 

eric nielson 
paul norton 
earl novotny 
richard nunn 

ralph parks 
frank perrone 
earl phillips 
john pickens 

d.s. pitner 
tom plant 
lloyd posey 
neal rachtin 

jim radford 
arthur rogers 
guy rollins 
waiter rudd 



arthur rudeseal 
peter artorias 
richard scholes 
james smith 

raymond smith 
rush snyder 
joe st amant 
randy summers 

bob tanner 
jesse thompson 
kenny thompson 
john thomas 

bob timme 
bobby toone 
andrew travis 
dean victory 

bill walker 
robert watson 
francis webster 
philip wilbur 

j i m wood ruff 
kenneth zapp 
dan zehr 
craig zeien 
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SENIOR BIOGRAPHIES 

BAKER 

Frederick Ames: B.A. in Biology 

Earnest Clifton Barkley: B.A. in 
Physics; College Cabinet; AIAA; 
ACM; Russaip 

David Tyler Bock: B.A. in German; 
Thresher; DPA; Eulenspiegel 

William T. Carlisle: B .A . in Business 
Administration-Economics; Baseball-'63; Honor Roll; 
Richardson Scholarship 

Robert Conner: B.A. in Electrical 
Engineering; House Committee; 
AIAA; Rockwell Scholarship 

Edward W. Constant II: B.A. in 
History 

Vaughan Counts: B.A. in Business 

Administration-Economics; 

Campanile; RSCC; YR; BSU ; Honor Roll 


Thomas W. Epps: B.A. in Economics; 

House Committee; DPA; YR; Honor Roll; 

Emmanuel & Mose Raphael Scholarship; 

Distinguished Military Student 


David Louis Gassman: B.A. in History; 

Janus, Editorial Assistant; Band; 

Eulenspiegel ; Les Hiboux; PiDP; 

Honor Roll; Hohenthal, Franklin, 

& Collewen Club Scholarships 


Stuart Evan Glass: B.A. in Economics

Business Administration , English; 

Campanile; Thresher; Film Club; 

SCB; YD; Hillel ; Mentor 


Henry Jacob Graeser Ill: B.A. in 
Chemical Engineering; AIChE; 
Honor Roll; Chief Justice 

James Robert Graves: B .A. in Chemical 
Engineering; AIChE; Chevron; 
Engineering Soc.; Eulenspiegel; 
PLU; SAACS; RSCC; Honor Roll; 
Standard Oil Corp. Scholarship 
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Stephen B. Haines, Jr.: B .A. in 
Arch itecture; Cabinet; Arch . Soc., 
Treas.; Players; Honor Roll ; Haden 
Scholar; Rockwell Scholar; Franklin 
Scholar; Black-Brollier Scholar 

Don Hasty: B.A. in Biology; Student 
Senate; Campanile; Jr. Class President; 
Forum Committee; PBK; Rally 
Club, Service Chairman ; SCB, 
Chairman ; YR; Honor Roll; Israel Pre-Med 
Scholar; Justin Potter Secondary 
Scholarship 

C.D. Hyatt: S .S . in Mechanical 
Engineering; ASME; RSCC; Dickson 
Scholarship; Houston Engineering 
and Scientific Society Scholarship 

Brandon Jones: B.A. in Electrical 
Engineering; Thresher, Circulation 
Manager, Advertising Manager; Cabinet 

Kenneth L. Kipp, Jr.: B .A . in 
Chemical Engineering; AIChE; PBK; 
PLU ; SAACS, Secretary; Honor Roll 

D. Edward Mineau: B.A. in Chemistry; 
Cabinet; SAACS 

Robert Holmes McNeely: B .A . in 
Biology; Band; Pre-Med Society 

W. P. McWhorter: B.A. in Biology; 
Thresher; PLU ; YR; Honor Roll 

Jed Lane Morris: B.A. in Biology; 
DPA; PBK 

Clarence Boyd Murrah: B .A. in Physics; 
AIP; Honor Roll 

Joseph 'Timothy O'Connell II: B .A . in 
Electrical Engineering; Student 
Senate; College Gov't; Band; Rice 
Orchestra; Newman Club 

Don Porter: B.A. in Mathematics 

Michael Rassbach: B .A. in Physics, 
Math ; Eulenspiegel ; Film Club; 
Players; Woodrow Wilson Scholarship; 
National Science Foundation 
Scholarship; Honor Roll 



junior class officers: morrison, cox, hughes 
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Tom Sudberry: B.A. in Mechanical 
Engineering; Student Senate; Jr. 
Class President; Court; Cabinet; 
Mentor; ASME; Engineering Society; 
Rally Club; Student Association, 
Vice President; Baseball 

Carl Wagner: B.A. in Mathematics; 
Honor Roll 

Jeff Winningham: B.A. in English; 
Student Senate; Campanile, Editor; 
Thresher; College President; Film 
Club; Rally Club; RSCC; Shepherd 
Scholarship; Honor Roll 

HANSZEN 

Robert Anderson: B.A. in Architecture; 
Arch. Soc.; Les Hiboux; YR; 
Honor Roll 

Fred Brasch: B.A. in Electrical 
Engineering; Engineering Soc.; 
IEEE; Tau Beta Pi; Honor Roll; 
Fellow 

William D. Chandler: B.A. in 
Economics; Campanile, Business Manager; 
Chevron, President; College 
Cabinet; Distinguished Military 
Student; Edwards Scholarship 

John Clopton: B.A. in History; 
Accord; Eulenspiegel; Film Club; 
Honor Roll 

Jim Crawford: e.A. in Philosophy; 
Jr. Council; Accord; Film Club; 
Les Hiboux; Sextant; Jesse Jones 
Scholarship 

John Davis Lloyd: B .A. in Economics; 
Cabinet; Eulenspiegel; Pre-Med Soc. 
YD; Sextant; DPA; Honor Roll; Fellow 

Barry J. Gaines: B.A. in English; 
AIChE; Interfaith Council; YD; 
Hillel, President; Honor Roll 



Damon Douglas Hickey: B .A . in 
Ph ilosophy; Eulenspiegel ; 
Interfaith Council ; Rice Chorale; UCCF; 
Honor Roll ; Edwards Scholarship; 
Franklin Scholarship; Rockwell 
Scholarship 

Cullom O. Jones: B .A . in Physics; 
Honor Roll 

David Lee Matthews: B .A . in Chemistry; 
Associate Justice; lntercollege 
Court, Chairman; Film Club ; Les 
Hiboux; BSU 

Michael R. McClung: B .A . in Biology; 
College Secretary; Senior Advisor; 
Pre-Med Soc. ; Rally Club, Treas.; 
BSU, Executive Council; Cheerleader 

James Russell Parker: B .A. in Pol itical Science; 

F i lm Club; Les Hiboux 

Rally Club; Senior Advisor; Tennis; 

Honor Roll 


Bart Rice: B .A. in Mathematics; NROTC; 
Baseball 

Vincent Speeg: B.A. in Biology; 
Cabinet; Pre-Med Society; Rally 
Club; Newman Club 

James A. Sprague: B .A . in Mechanical 
Engineering; ASME; RSCC; Honor Roll 

Gerald Urbach: B.A. in History; 
Thresher, Sports Editor; YR; Hillel; 
Honor Roll; U . of Chicago Law 
Scholarship 

Frank Van Court: B.A. In Economics; 
YR; Honor Roll 

James Weiant: B.A. in Philosophy; 
Accord ; Honor Roll 

Mark J. Weis: B.A. in Chemistry 

Dave Wilhelmsen: B.A. in Economics; 

Thresher, Ass't Business Manager; 

Cabinet; Sophomore Class President; Sextant 
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fifth year officers: wilson 

Robert S. Zelenka: B .A. in Philosophy, English; 

Janus, Associate 

Editor; Thresher, Music Editor; 

Cabinet; Accord; Eulenspiegel; 

Film Club; Interfaith Council ; YD; 

Hillel; Honor Roll; Woodrow Wilson Scholarship 


JONES 

Georganna Allen: B .A . in English ; 
Vice-President of Senior Class; 
OWLS; Honor Roll 

Daisy Ashford: B .A . in Classics; 
Rice Chorale; CRLS, Corresponding 
Sect'y; Honor Roll; Axson Club 
Special Scholarship 

Barbara Barrow: B .A . in History; 
Senior Advisor; OWLS, Vice President; 

Honor Roll 


Linda Ann Boles: B.A. in History; 

Forensic Society, Sect'y, Vice President, President; 

Les Hiboux; CRLS, President 


Georgiana Boren: B.A. in Electrical 
Engineering; AIEE ; PALS, Sgt. at Arms 

Susan Bridges: B.A. in History; .Thresher, 
Copy Editor, Associate Editor; College Gov't; 
Senior Advisor; Newman Club; EBLS, Rep. to 
Committee on Lits. 

Bridget Brunk: B .A. in English; Senior Advisor; 
Accord , Corresponding Sect'y; SLLS, Social 

Chairman, Treasurer 


Anna Byrne: B .A. in English ; Campanile; Cabinet; 

Senior Advisor; Chapel Committee; YR; UCCF; 

OWLS; Honor Roll; Rondelet Court; Honoree; 

Army Queen 


Dorothy Elaine Camp: B.A. in Biology; Honor 

Council; DPA; Eulenspiegel; Pre-Med Soc.; 

Rice Chorale; Campanile Beauty; Rondelet 


Valerie Dunn: B .A. in Mathematics; Cabinet; 

Rice Orchestra; Rice Symphonic Society; 

Canterbury, Clerk of Vestry; Chapel Committee; 

EBLS; General Motors Scholarship; Hogg Memorial 

Award; Axson Wilson Scholarship; Honor Roll 




Norma Fisk: B .A. in English; PiDP; SLLS, 
President; Honor Roll 

Cynthia Fraser: B.A. in History; Social Vice 
President; Inter-college Court, Secretary; 
Film Club; Les Hiboux 

Marion Funderburk: B.A. in Physics; Eulenspiegel; 
Rice Chorale; Russaip; Canterbury; CLLS; Honor 
Roll 

Linda Geisler: B.A. in French, English; Student 
Senate; Executive Vice President; PiDP; Newman 
Club; PALS; Honor Roll; Honoree 

Beverly Giusti: B.A. in Mathematics; DPA; 
Eulenspiegel; PBK; YD; Newman Club; Blanche White 
Scholar; Will Hogg Distinguished Studentship 

Frances Grossman: B.A. in Biology 

Dell Goldsmith: B.A. in Biology; Senior Advisor; 
Pre-Med Society; OWLS; Honor Roll 

Barbara Hamski: B.A. in Psychology; Band; Les 
Hiboux; Newman Club; CRLS; Honor Roll; 
Palmer Foundation Scholarship 

Sandra Hanson: B.A. in Biology; Band; 
Pre-Med Society, Treasurer; EBLS; Honoree 

Shirley Ann Jones: B.A. in Biology; Thresher, 
Science Editor; Film Club; Les Hiboux; Rice 
Chorale; OWLS 

Joanne Kao: B.A. in Biology; PBK; PiDP; Jones 
Scholar 

Barbara Lucas: B.A. in French; Soph. Class 
Vice President; Les Hiboux; PiDP; OWLS, 
Corresponding Sect'y; Campanile Beauty; 
Honor Roll 

Carolyn Mccants: B.A. in English; Interfaith 
Council, Sect'y; Rice Chorale; Chr. Sci. Org.; 
CRLS, Vice President 

Sheila McCartney: B.A. in Mathematics; EBLS, 
President; Honoree-'64, '65; Archi-Arts 
Honoree; Campanile Beauty 277 
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Kay McElheny: B.A. in History; Student Senate; 
Jones Senator; Cabinet; Senior Advisor; Les 
Hiboux; PiDP; OWLS; Honor Roll; Jones Scholar; 
Braes Award for Outstanding Freshman Woman; 
GPF 

Jan Louise McNatt: B.A. in English; PiDP; 
EBLS, Vice President; Honor Roll 

Enid Oanilin Meyer: B.A. in English; YD; 
Hillel; Hohenthol Scholar 

Helen Mintz: B.A. in Biology, German; DPA; 
Eulenspiegel; PBK; Pre-Med Society; Hillel; 
Honor Roll 

Lois Oakes: B.A. in French, English; Accord; 
Eulenspiegel; Film Club; Les Hiboux; YD; SLLS, 
Alumni Correspondent, Vice President 

Mae Nacol: B.A. in Behavioral Sciences; Honor 
Roll; YR; Pre-Med Society; RSCC; Les Hiboux; 
Ford Masters Program. 

Marcia Mae Pieper: B.A. in Architecture; Junior 
Class Vice President; Arch Soc.; Film Club; 
RSCC; EBLS; Senior Advisor; Rondelet Court; 
Campanile Beauty; Honoree; Honor Roll, TSD 

Virginia Rainbow: B.A. in Mathematics; Les 
Hiboux; Interfaith Council; Chr. Sci. Org.; 
SLLS, Secretary 

Dorothy Jean Rawlings: B.A. in Chemistry; 
Honor Council; PBK; BSU; SLLS; Honor Roll; 
Homecoming Court 

Lee Ruth Schroeder: B.A. in French; Campanile; 
Film Club; Les Hiboux; Lutheran SU; PALS, 
Social Chairman; Senior Advisor 

Mary Margaret Shaw: B.A. in Mathematics; 
ACM, Treasurer; Honor Roll 

Fitzhugh Lee Jones: B.A. in Biology; Rice 
Orchestra; BSU; PALS, Treasurer 

Patti Shelton: B.A. in French; Jones 
Off-Campus Committee, College Goals 
Committee; Les Hiboux; PiDP; Rice 
Chorale; BSU; EBLS; SLLS, Vice President 



Leslie Ann Snyder: B.A. in Mathematics, 
Business Administration-Economics; SLLS; 
Honor Roll 

Pamela Jacquelyn Thompson: B.A. in English; 
Thresher; Les Hiboux; YR; PALS; Honor Roll 
Hohenthal Scholar 

Edna Tusak: B .A. in Mathematics; Accord; 
Players; Eulenspiegel; Film Club; Les 
H iboux; Rice Orchestra; Honor Roll; Ripley 
Scholarship 

Sharon Pattillo Underwood: B .A. in English; 
Les Hiboux; PiDP; OWLS, President; Jones 
Scholarship 

Judy Ann Wainscott: B.A. in English; Campanile; 
Jones Guidance Counselor; Eulenspiegel; 
SCB; YD; PALS; Wadley Research Institute 
Scholarship 

Perry Weaver: B.A. in French; DPA; Eulenspiegel, 
Sect'y, Treasurer; Les Hiboux, President; 
PBK; PiDP, Vice President; Honor Roll; 
All iance Francaise Scholarship; Woodrow 
Wilson Scholarship; Fulbright Scholarship 

Beverly Jane Wehking: B .A . in Psychology; Janus; 
Thresher; Rice Chorale; SLLS; Players 

Lusy Wheeler: B.A. in Psychology; Thresher; 
Jones Residence Committee; Jones Secretary, 
Treasurer; PALS, Treasurer; Honor Roll 

Betty Eileen Whitwell: B.A. in Biology; 
Eulenspiegel; PALS; Honor Roll; 
NSF Summer Fellow 

Mary Helen Wilson: B .A . in Chemistry; PBK; BSU; 
CRLS; Honor Roll ; NSF Graduate Fellowship; 
Honorary Woodrow Wilson Fellow 

Virginia Ann Wilson: B .A. in English ; DPA; 
Canterbury; Film Club Cabinet; Jones College 
Residence Chairman; Honor Roll 

Carole Riggs Wynne: B .A. in History; EBLS; 
Honor Roll; Rondelet Court; Cheerleader; Sarah 
W. Rockwell Scholar; Woodrow Wilson 
Fellowship; M .R.S . degree-'64 279 
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Jacqueline Yellin: B .A. in History; Film Club; 
Les Hiboux; PiDP; Rice Chorale; YD; Honor Roll 

WIESS 

J. Payton Barnes, Jr.: B .A . in English, Biology; 
Student Senate; Pre-Med Society; SCB, Publicity 
Committee, Chrm; YD; YR 

Wayne A. Bertsch: B.A. in Business 
Administration Economics; YD; Football; 
Honor Roll 

Carter Browne: B .A . in Anthropology, Mathematics; 
Band; Les Hiboux; Rice Orchestra; W iess College 
Fellow• 
William D. Calkins: B.A. in Physics; Eulenspiegel; 

RSCC, President 


Kenoeth Wayne Dessain: B.A. in History; Thresher; 

Film Club; Les Hiboux; YD, Vice President 


Charles Richard Head: B .A. in Electrical Engineering; 

Wiess College Cabinet; IEEE, Treasurer; Sextant; 

Honor Roll; Halsey Scholarship 


Dean Gregory Holland: B.A. in Electrical Engineering; 

AIEE; Engineering Society; Martin-Marietta, 

Inc. Scholarship 


Carroll Keilers; B.A. in Electrical 

Engineering; Wiess Cabinet; Interfaith Council ; 

YD; BSU; Basketball; Honor Roll 


Jack James Kellam, Ill: B.A. in Business 

Administration-Economics; Rally Club; 

YD; Hohenthal Scholar 


Hugh Rice Keely: B.A. in History; 

YD; Newman; Wiess Off-Campus Rep.; 

Fellow; Honor Roll; Thresher, Editor; 

Dean's List too 


Jan M. Lodal: B.A. in Civil Engineering; 

Sophomore Class President; Cabinet; President; 

Fellow; ASCE, Treasurer, Secretary; Band; Chevron; 

Engineering Society; Chapel Committee; Forum 

Committee; ST; Tau Beta Pi, Fellowship, Secretary; 

YD; Honor Roll; Outstanding Senior; etc. ad nauseam 




Alton Eugene Marshall: B.A. in Business 
Administration-Economics; Band; Les Hiboux; 
PiDP; YD; Honor Roll 

Hugh Duncan Mason; B .A . in Biology; 
Honor Council ; Pre-Med Society; Rally Club 

Thomas G. Masterson: B.A. in Physics; 
AIAA; Russaip; Chr. Sci. Org.; Honor 
Roll; Fellow; College Court 

Bill McGregor: B.A. in Architecture; 
Student Senate; Honor Council; Wiess 
President; Arch. Society; YR 

Edwin S. Metzler Ill: B .A. in Chemical 
Engineering, AIChE 

Louis Christopher Page: B .A. in Architecture; 
Arch. Soc.; Les Hiboux 

John E. Parkerson: B .A . in History; 
Campanile; Wiess Sect'y-Treasurer; 
Rally Club; SCB 

Gordon Pollard: B .A . in Anthropology; 
Honor Roll 

William Allen Redwine: B .A. in Biology; 

Pre-Med Society; Rally Club; YR; Weiss 

Fellow; Honor Roll 


Ralph F. Schilling, Ill: B.A. In 

Physics; Wiess College Court 


Blake Touchstone: B.A. in History; 

Student Senate; College Court; 

Cabinet; YR, Vice President; Chapel Committee; 

AIESEC, Sec'ty-Treasurer 


Clarence Roy Underwood, Jr.: B.A. 

in Electrical Engineering; Rice Engineer; 

IEEE; Engineering Society; Sextant 


Charles Wood Upton: B .A . in Mathematics; 

Student Senate; Weiss Cabinet; 

Executive Vice President; Fellow; Honor Roll 


Hans Wendenburg: B .A . in Biology; 

Wiess Off-Campus Rep.; Eulenspiegel; 

Pre-Med Soc.; Rally Club; YR; Honor Roll 


Thomas C. Williams: B.A. in Mathematics; 

PBK Honor Roll 


Gary D. Zintgraff: B .A. in Biochemistry; 

Thresher; Engineering Society; 

Les Hiboux; Franklin Scholarship 


WILL RICE 

Donald A. Alton: B .A. in Chemical 

Engineering; Accord; AIChE; Les 

H iboux; PBK; Fellow; Woodrow Wi lson 

Fellowship 


John Paul Aymond, Jr.: B.A. in English; 

Sextant 


Fred T. Baker, Jr.: B.A. in Psychology, German; 

Eulenspiegel; RSCC; Sextant, Vice President; 

Honor Roll 


Leland L. Beck: B .A. in Mathematics, Physics; 

Band; PBK; Russaip; Woodrow Wilson Fellowship; 

Fellow; Honor Roll 


John Robert Behrman: B.A. in Economics; 

Campanile; Thresher; SCEP; Haden Scholarship 


Victor Belfi: B.A. in Mathematics; 

PBK; Rice Orchestra; BSU; Honor Roll 


Lennard R. Blanton, Jr.: 13.A. in 

Chemical Engineering; AIChE; SAACS; Sextant 


John B. Boks: B .A. in History; YR; BSU 


Ezra Allan Brown: B.A. in Mathematics; 

Accord; Band; Eulenspiegel ; Film Club; YD; Sextant 


Peter C. Brown: B .A. in Philosophy; 

Eulenspiegel; Honor Roll; Franklin Scholar 


Louis Brus: B.A. in Chemical Physics; 

Eulenspiegel; Honor Roll; 

Film Club; PBK; PLU; Sextant; SAACS, Treasurer 


Charles Harvey Drinnan: B.A. in 

Mathematics; Canterbury; Honor Roll 


Robert M. Evans: B .A. in Mechanical Engineering; 

ASME; Tau Beta Pi ; Sextant, V ice President; 

Baseball ; Honor Roll ; Baker Foundation 

Scholar; Jesse Jones Scholarship ; Fellow 


William T. Free, Jr.: B.A. in Business 
Administration-Economics; Forum Comrri ;ttee; 
PiDP; YR; Sextant, Treas.; 
Broadside Editor; Honor Roll 

Derald Glidden: B.A. in Engl ish ; Will R ice Diet; 
Accord; DPA; Eulenspiegel , Treasurer, President; 
Film Club; Honor Roll 

Thomas Osa Harris: B .A. in Economics; 
SCEP, Chrm. ; Honor Roll; Franklin Scholarship 

Michael L. Johnson: B.A. in English; 
Eulenspiegel; Film Guild; DPA; 
Accord; Honor Roll; Woodrow Wi lson Fellowship 

Edmund Kallina: B .A. in History; YR 

Brian J. Lewis: B .A. in Biology; Campanile; 
College Court; Fellow; Accord; PBK; Honor Roll; 
Houston Endowment, Inc. Scholarship 

Dale McCleary: B.A. in Architecture; 
Arch. Soc.; Tennis 

Robert A. Moyer: B .A. in Physics; AIAA, 
Treasurer; Russaip; Frankl in Scholarship; 

Honor Roll 


Edwin K. Nolan: B .A. in Engl ish ; Les Hiboux; 

RSCC; YR; Honor Roll ; R ipley Scholarship; 

Optimist Club Scholarship; Gibraltar Scholarship 


Tom Schunior; B .A, in Mathematics; Accord; 

PBK; Will Rice President 


William H. Timme: B .A . in Economics; Student 

Senate; Honor Council ; SA, President; 

College Court; SCB; YD; Sextant; College Senator; 

Honor Roll; Weingarten Scholarship; 


Raymond C. Wilson, Jr.: B .A. in Geology 

Kenneth Reed Wynne: B.A. in English; 
Rally Club; Cheerleader 
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Bank of Texas, steeped in the tradition of 

Texas and our great Southwest heritage. 


Bank of Texas reflects the rich heritage of our great state. Historically 

significant murals, elegantly carved oak wood paneling, rugged fur

nishings and Spanish tile floors, accented by luxurious carpeting, create 

a delightful banking atmosphere. Visit us soon and see our elegant, 

spacious and unusually beautiful home of personalized banking ... in 

the Esperson Buildings, street level in the heart 

of Houston's financial district. Member F.D.I.C. l*I 

.........___

Fred Foster Larry Curry Bill Rogde 
Mgr. Trophy Trophy Room BA Rice 1938 

Room Store Manager 

HOUSTON 

2507 TIMES AT KELVIN 

2335 POST OAK AT WESTHEIMER 


Lantern Lane 125 l O Memorial 


JA .6 4461 
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PROFESSIONAL POOL IABLES 

HOME OF AMERICAS MOSI 

BEAUIIFUI BIILIARD CLUB 

It's Smart to Save at University 


~ 1:~~::11~
.. 
2500 Dunstan, Houston • Home Office • ,.,~ 
5225 Bellaire Blvd. • Bellaire Branch 
204 North Main, Conroe • Conroe Branch 

UNIVERSITY STATE BANK 

KELVIN AT TANGLEY • HOUSTON, TEXAS 

Your Friendly Neighborhood Bank Serving Southwest Houston 

Kelvin-Tangley-Dunstan "In the Village" 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Compliments of a friend 


Compliments 


of 


BOB TRESCH 
HOMES 
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We collegians would rather shop than 

study, and because Foley's makes it so 

easy, we have time for both. Thank 

Zeus! From a new hair-do to the latest 

fashions and accessories, Foley's is 

our mecca. They undrrstand a college

constricted budget too! 

oleYs 

l. 

IWl? Niliilii1&i'i¥/ 


AMERICAN GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
HOUSTON 

MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPANY 
BALTIMORE 

AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
HOUSTON 

AMERICAN GENERAL INVESTMENT CORPORATION 
HOUSTON 

AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 


OF OKLAHOMA 

OKLAHOMA CITY 

AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 


OF DELAWARE 

PITTSBURGH - HOUSTON 

HAWAIIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, LTD. 
HONOLULU 

NATIONAL STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY 
HOU.STON 

OREGON AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY 
PORTLAND 

Maryland American General 


Group 
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ucation 

See your 
Great Southerner 

when 
he calls 

ssure 


HOME OFFICE • HOUSTON, TEXAS 

AFFILIATES: 

SUPERIOR INSURANCE COMPANY 

SENTINEL INDEMNITY COMPANY 
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--

Support the Domestic Economy 

WEST AND WEST 


RAFTER 5 RANCH 


BATESVILLE, TEXAS 

Buy Texas Beef 
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COMPLETE INSURANCE PROTECTION FOR 

OIL INDUSTRY EQUIPMENT OWNERS 


Adams & Porter is proud of its reputation 

for attending carefully to detail both in 
the programming of broad coverages at 

minimum cost and in the prompt col

lection of claims. The superior services 

of Adams & Porter are available anywhere 
in the world. 

ADAMS & PORTER 
A S S O C A T E S 

COTTON EXCHANGE BLDG · HOUSTON. TEXAS 

New York / Sao Paulo / Rio de Janeiro / Buenos Aires / Bogota 

Caracas I Maracaibo / Mexico / Tripoli / Correspondent in London 


L. L. RIDGWAY CO., INC. 


Engineers' and Architects' 

Supplies 

• 
Reproductions of all sizes 

• 
Offset Printing and Supply 

HOUSTON LOCATIONS 

615 CAROLINE MAIN OFFICE 
3619 S. SHEPHERD-BRANCH 


BANK OF THE SOUTHWEST BRANCH 

5711 HILLCROFT- BRANCH 


TULSA- CORPUS CHRISTI- NEW ORLEANS 

IRYINGTON- DALLAS- NEW YORK-CHICAGO 


SHREVT:POR1-JACKSON-DENYER 

AUSTIN-FORT WORTH 


LOS ANGELES 

OKLAHOMA CITY 


for a lifetime of 


proud possession 


0 

OMEGA 


~ ' ' 
JEWE~N 

923 MAIN • POST OAK CENTER• 

THE VILLAGE • RIVER OAKS • SHARPSTOWN 


Authorized /\gene}' for Omega 
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Best Wishes To Each Graduate 


From All of Us At ... HOUSTON LIGHTING 

& POWER COMPANY 


a Texas taxpaying, investor-owned electric service company 
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What makes 
FJ:RST CJ:TY 
the bank 0£ 
greater 
service? 

OFFICERS who are sincerely 
interested in helping you 

EXPERIENCE unmatched by
CONNECTIONS that stretch any other Houston bank 
around the globe 

FACILITIES for handling 
your business with 
electronic speed 

To these, add the one intangible 
that no bank statement can meas
ure-a person-to-person interest in 
even your most routine problem. 
Call any time and let us prove it. 

FJ:BSTCJ:TY 
NATIONAL BANK 
OF HOUSTON 

MEMBER F . 0 .1.C. 
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MARTIN E. HAMILTON 

DAt 

Representing 

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY 


Official Jewelers 

of 
FClass of 1963 

~MANDREL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
A SUBSIDIARY OF AMPEX CORPORATION 

RAY GEOPHYSICAL DIVISION 
Complete geophysical exploration service all over the world. 

ELECTRO-TECHNICAL LABS DIVISION 

Instrumentation for the petroleum and geophysical industries. 

ELECTRIC SORTING MACHINE DIVISION 
Photoelectric color sorting machines, ESM and ELEXSO. 

WELL INSTRUMENT DIVISION 
Well logging equipment and related tools for borehole analysis. 292 



DANNEMILLER-SMITH, INC. 


DOENER 

PLASTERING 


DOENER 

INDUSTRIES 

2120 S. Post Oak 

NA 2-4400 HOUSTON 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 

FRANK C. SMITH, JR. '47 

SPAW-GLASS INC. 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

2727 Kirby Drive Building 

THE DOW 

CHEMICAL 

COMPANY 


6910 Fannin Street 
Houston, Texas 77025 

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 

MANY GOOD FRIENDS AT ... 


Compliments of
RICE 
FOR QUALITY *THAT'S HARD TO 

BEAT, WE KNOW YOU'LL 
ALWAYS REMEMBER ... HOUSTON 

"ORDER FROM FIRST 
WILSONS 

SAVINGSLARGE SHOWING OF 
ASSOCIATIONSTATIONERY SUPPLIES" 

PERSONAL STATIONERY · YEAR ROUND GPEET 

ING CARDS • FOUNTAIN PENS • PENCILS NOTE 

SOOKS . ARTISTS ' ANO 0RAFTSMEN ' S MATERIAL 

Fannin at Capital 

PRAIRIE AT FANNIN CA 7-8221 293 



HOUSTON CIGAR DIVISION OF 

HAVATAMPA CIGAR CORP. 

AND CIGARETTE VENDING DEPT. 

(FORMERLY MONARCH VENDORS) 

HAVATAMPA 
and 

TAMPA NUGGETS 
4154 W. Bellfort 

Houston 25, Texas 

2/15c MO 7-2481 

plus 
state tax 

· CJ.er

-----Jt~~e/dQ,Ht£J 

"A new concept in modem banking'• 

6631 S. Main JA 4-821 I 

SCARDINO PRINTING 
• 


we print the 

THRESHER 

HARRISON 

EQUIPMENT CO. 


* 

1422 San Jacinto CA 4-913 I 

Good Luck! 

FRANK GILLMAN 

PONTIAC CENTER 


Sales and Service 

1600 Block Milam at ~ ase 

"Next to the new Humble Building" 

Compliments of 

GREVE 

ELECTRIC 


CONSTRUCTION 
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• SHELL OIL COMPANY m 




Southwestern 
FIRST MORTGAGE CO. Camera Co. 

1416 Main St. CA 2-9906OF HOUSTON, INC. PETR ECO D I V I S I O r, 

REAL ESTATE LOANS 
Residential--Commercial 

Industrial 

"Serving the Greater Houston 
Area Since 1940" 

Electrical and Chemical 
Photographic Headquarters Processes 

for the and Processing Equipmenl 
for treating petroleum 
and petroleum products 

Commercial 
Industrial 

3202 South Wayside Drive,
Amateur 

Houston 

WAinut 6-7431 

AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE 
Scripto - Lindy - Paper':'ate 

Sheaffer - Parker - Esterbrook - Cross 
Norma - Koh-i-noor - Waterman 

Compliments ofEversharp 

HALLMARK GREETING CARDS Linbeck Construction 

HOUSTON PEN SHOP Corporation 

607½ FANNIN 

CA 7-1828 

FRANK C. CAREK CHARLES D. DRNEK 

TRANSIT-MIXED CONCRETE 

PRODUCERS OF REEF OYSTER SHELL 

More Than 75 Years Service to the Houston-Galveston Area 
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£.BROWN &ROOT, INC. 
SI O n ~ .. ~ 
:al POST OFFICE BOX 3, HOUSTON 1, TEXAS 

• NEW YORK 

• WASHINGTON 
•menj • LONDON 

• · THE HAGUEm 
• TORONTO 

• MEXICO CITY ,ds 
• CARACAS 

ve, 

Realtors for 
business and industrial site acquisition . . . 


leasing- buying -selling business and industrial facilities . .. 

build-lease package plans . .. land development . .. 


investment counseling 


Phone or write for brochure. 

Appelt. Robea'-1. Balch. Ir.i.c. 

8 1301 Chamber of Commerce Bldg. • CA 3-4588 ~ 
Firm af#liale. Society of Industrial Realtors 'W 

·¾· .

*
. 

·t.· ~ . . ·.1-.· 

·¾· ·-¼ 
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY • 
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20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE, 

15,000 BUILDINGS 


The pioneer name in buildings. More buildings constructed, 
more repeat customers, more satisfied owners than any other 
building company in the Houston area. 

Before you build, investigate these exclusive products available 
with Metallic buildings. "Super-Strong" steel for walls and roof. 
New Stran-Wall system that can save you thousands of dollars 
on heating and cooling costs. 2500 building sizes; ten factory
applied colors; quick, dependable delivery and fast erection. 
Financing available. 

The name Metallic represents stability and integrity. Let one 
of our experienced building consultants discuss your needs. 

METALLIC BUILDING COMPANY 

Subsidiary of S~n';S'teel Corp. 


2999 Wayside / P. 0. Box 14205 / Ml 4-3441 / Houston, Texas 77021 


Felix A. Runion 

• Class of 1929 • 

Petroleum Consultant 


1311 First City National Bank Bldg. Houston, T exes 


JOS. . f. MEYER CO. 

Wholesale Distributors 


Automotive Parts and Equipment 


Tools, Hardware and Industrial Supplies 


470 l Calhoun Houston, Texas 

"Serving Transportation Since 1876" 
Frede 
ments, 
Oils 
Webe 
Prang 
Colon 
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CA-2-8271 P. 0. BOX 8727 
2408 EVERETT HOUSTON 9 , TEXASDEE brass foundry 

INCORPORATED 

BUSHINGS 
SHELL MOLD CASTINGS CARRIED 

INPERMANENT MOLD CASTINGS STOCK 

Manufacturers of 
BRASS· BRONZE. ALUMINUM CASTINGS 


MANGANESE AND ALUMINUM BRONZE CASTINGS 

SPECIAL NON -FERROUS ALLOY CASTINGS 


T E S T E Q I J I P M E I'' TTEXAS ART UPPLY 
JMf SOUTH'S lAIIOUT .... MOST C.OM,llfl .., non CORPORATION 

rl~[ ARTS • COJillil(RCIAl ART 

SIG~ Ind S sc.,f(N SUPP\.•lS 


Fredericks Canvas, Permanent Pig
P.O. BOX 22042ments, Winsor & Newton, Sbiva 

Oils and Caseins, Grumbacher 3009 POST OAK ROAD 

Weber, Broinbridge-Stathmore, HOUSTON, TEXAS 
Prang-Richart-Blair, Naz Dar Screen 
Colors, and Ulano Films. 

Honda Motorcycles 

Skindiving Supplies 

Surfboards 

Snowski Equipment 

And for All Your
WESSENDORFF, NELMS Other Sporting NHds 

Houston 

"Quality Tools VILLAGE 
for Industry" SPORTING GOODS 

2412 TImes JA 9-8767 
(in the Village) 

Jr ISN'T just a coincidence that Gulf Printing 

Company is the leading printing company in the 

south. Rather, it's because of our devotion to the 

printing buyers of Houston that make us so. 

Everyday, we work toward that end - to give 

you the very finest in printing reproductions, 

regardless of the method used. See for yourself. 

Call us tomorrow. JA 9-420 I. 
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W.H:\ CURTIN Ir CD 

~ UBORATORY APPARATUS, FURNITURE • l:IIEMICALS 

• ~ HOUSTON • OILLU • TULSA • lt(W Oll(US 
~ JiClSOUILll • IIUIININill • co11,us CtUISfl1 CUITIII OE •u 1co. s A D( C " ·· MUICO , o. F 

LABORATORY SUPPLIES 
Complete Stocks of 


! Instruments 

• Apparatus and Glassware. 

• Chemicals 

• Furniture 
• Mechanical Equipment 

Harris Masterson 


Compliments to the 

CLASS OF 1965 

KELLEY 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 


HOUSTON, TEXAS 

Metal Products for American Industry 

WESTMORELAND 

IMPORTERS 


2920 Kirby Drive 
Houston 

Stewart Masterson 


Compliments 

of 

CLARK-EH RE 

PRODUCE CO. 


J. H. CLARK '28 ED. CLARK 

who's responsible? 


Responsibility is a personal matter with each of us ... 
a virtue of the individual who plans ahead. Our feeling of responsibility 
to our customers for their natural gas service has enabled us to give 
more service, more convenience and more comfort to more people as 
the years go by. Responsibility does not inhibit, it encourages growth. 

UNITED 

SERVING THE 

Gef~ 


S11 
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Compliments of 

TEXAS GULF SULPHUR COMPANY 

ARK 81 I Rusk Avenue 

Houston, Texas 77002 

966tl IHS39NYH 3:JIHd llY • 3:JII\H3S HHtZ 33H~ • 

SlN3WlHYdV ~o s.ooo'L • S31YH 1N3001S 1Yl:J3dS • 
.. 

lity 
;ive 
: as 
1th. i~IAHiS N0IIV~0liH 01i1~ 

••. 'fi't\1'8 ••. 
£ .a•aa.aawarw •• a1111• 
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FROM THIS INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX 
in Houston Cameron has extended the 
availability of its famed pressure controls 
to all parts of the oil producing world. 
Here talented engineers and technicians, 
supported by ultra advanced facilities for 
research, testing and manufacture, form 
the basis for a dynamic, dependable 
international service. Today Cameron 
manufacturing and assembly plants exist 
in ten cities in seven countries; offices, 
warehouses and representatives in fifty
six cities in thirteen countries; and agents 
have as their headquarters such far away 
places as Baghdad, Bangkok, Brisbane, 
Lima and Damascus. As a result, you can 
count on Cameron and Cameron products 
wherever there is oil and pressure and 
the need for safety, control and 
protection for men and investments. 

CAMERON IRON WORKS, INC. -
Houston London Paris Mexico City Edmonton Buenos Aires Celle 

HL 

This : 
ing bl 

here 
fie a ti 
butyl 

to do 
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ATIO 

A 

A 

s 
HUMBLE research works wonders with oil co GRADUATESThis is a hydrocarbon molecule, the basic build GAing block of HUMBLE research. Change an atom 

here and a new gasoline is born ... other modi

fications can produce heavy-duty lubricants, HUMB E 
OIL & REFINING COMPANY Abutyl rubber, polyolefin plastics, new materials 

America's Leading
to do new jobs or to do old jobs better. Energy CompCJny TIONS 
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Champion Country 

SC' 

For 28 years Champion has been both producer and consumer of goods and services in Texas. As 

a producer of fine papers, Champion is a good customer of its Texas neighbor industries with its pur

chases of pulpwood, natural gas, sulphuric acid, salt, lime, clay and other ingredients in the paper

making process. As consumers, Champion's men and women - spending an annual payroll of $12 million 

- are good customers of their neighbor business and professional folks. Purchases and payrolls likt 

Champion's,spent with neighbors, help support a healthy economy, help make Texas truly Champion Country. 

Cham.pion Papers Inc. 
T•XA9 D IVISION 

AMERICAN TITLE 


GUARANTY CO. 


Harris County Abstract Co. 


ESCROWS TITLE INSURANCE 
and 

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE 

FRANK J. BREAKER, PRES. Phone CA 4-7631 

Third Floor Esperson Bldg., Houston, Texas 
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Buy the Best 


BUY TEXACO 


We like to say 

'' yes '' 


~ 
Houston Ba..k & Trust 
MAIN AT JEFFERSON ... right on the way to Everywhere! 


Supplying grow power to business and individuals for 90 years 
Member FDIC 305 



Compliments of 

HOUSTON ENDOWMENT INC. 
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THE MARK OF INTEGRITY 


Th·s · 1r tra e a k. It tel o 

the p od ct · made b ug e . B 

ind it stand a p edge t a a s 
more than a ha f-centur . ny 

pro ct w · h his a k · I · e 

the best perform nee yo ca u . 

WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF OIL WELL DRILLING TOOLS 

HUGHES TOOL COMPANY/Oil Tool Division 
Houston, Texas 

01;ec, Hughes Tool Company. "Hughes· 1s a reg istered trademark of Hughes Tool Company. 
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When you think BOOl(S 

think RICE CAMPUS STORE 

REFERENCE BOOKS 

We maintain a stock of handbooks and reference 
books for industry in the sciences, engineering and 
the humanities. We are on "standing order" for 
the latest titles from all major publishers. 

PAPERBACKS 
Our expanded paperback department has the 
largest selection of quality paperbacks in the 
Houston area. 

POPULAR BOOKS 

Best sellers, Faculty and University publications, 
fiction-make the perfect gift. 

SERVICE 

We give "same day" service to special orders for 
books we do not have in stock. We welcome your 
mail or telephone orders if you are unable to come 
in and browse. 

rice Campu6 store 

RICE MEMORIAL CENTER 

6100 South Main Street Houston, Texas 7700 I 


P.O. Box 1892 


JA 8-4141 1 Ext. 2 19, 220 


CIO 

M 
0 



------ - --- ---- - - -- -----

..-~~-· ------ -~:<l<!""'"'"""'!~"''ll'•,-•"'1"fr.,..,•'f?!'IIO 
~ .. ~ "l:•.1:«J:O~,,!_.r,•:..:t:..•.....•1; ..•• 

~ 

METAL ARTS COMPANY 

270 I MAGNET HOUSTON, TEXAS 

ENGINEERS & FABRICATORS 

PRESSURE VESSELS, BINS, TANKS, TOWERS, 

AND PNEUMATIC CONVEYING EQUIPMENT. 

STAINLESS STEEL, ALLOYS & NON FERROUS 


MATERIALS. 


R. W. MILNER JR. PRESIDENT 

CARBON 


CARBON BLACKS 
AND 

SYNTHETIC RUBBER 

Headquarters in Houston with plants around the world 

UNITED CARBON COMPANY 
P.O. Box 1503 • Houston, Texas 77001 

If you prefer to 

combine convenience, 

excellent cuisine, 

and e legant hotel 

accommodations 

. d ial 524-2181 

,., 
-ThtC-Warwick 

5 7 0 1 M A I N 
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THE SURREY HOUSE MOTOR HOTEL 

8330 So. Main 

The Surrey House offers to you these convenient services to make 
your stay in Houston enjoyable! 

• Rooms and Kitchenettes • 3 Swimming Pools 
• Dining Room • Walking Distance to 
• Private Club Houston's Dome Stadium 

SOUTH TEXAS STONE 

R. M. AMRINE 


9710 Katy Road HO 5-3394 


Houston, Texas 


~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

D. H. While & Co. 

{;ne printinfl 
PHONE: FA 3-1131 

~ 

~ 
~ 1719 CAROLINE 
~ HOUSTON.TEXAS 

~ 

at_ 

Try 01 

Compliments of 

harris johnston studio 
portraits  weddings 

2176 Portsmouth JA 3-8606 



-

0 

Jack Garland, Stuart Glass, Nancy Ritter, and Linda Walsh enjoying 

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY 

FRIED 

CHICKEN 


Savage Style 

at __ '11;11 W,11,a...s 
John E. Koster

Try Our Many Other Taste Tempting Dinners and Between Meal Snacks 

Visit These Bill Williams Locations Often 5116 Morningside at Tangley 

Houston, Texas 77005 

Bill Williams Chicken House, 6515 Main 


McGregor House, 5100 Old Spanish Trail 
 J Ackson 4-6850 
Bill Williams Coffee Shop, 806 Clay 
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FOR TOPS in STYLE and QUALITY 


at POPULAR PRICES 


and FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE 


ED NIRKEN'S 


2402 University at Morningside 
FREE PARKING AT REAR OF STORE 

Get Off on the Right Foot. Now, in this last great orgy of 
advice-giving, when all about you voices are raised and fingers 
are pointing, the important thing is to keep your head. Otherwise 
you'll end up pleasing no one, least of all yourself. If you 
are going into business, industry, or one of the professions, 
you will need the services of a bank and you will need to 
know a banker. Begin to establish such a relationship as quickly 
as possible where it will help you most. So many of Houston's 
leaders and so many of Houston's leading companies are at 
Texas Commerce now that you will be in good company. Just 
as they do, you can depend on Texas Commerce for proper 
direction; you can be sure you will Go!· 

Texas/Commerce

TEXAS NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE 

Compliments of a 


Friend 


The 1965 Campanile was published in offset in Dallas, Texas, by the Taylor Publishing 
Company on 80# Nekoosa Offset, Regular Finish paper. The body type is News Gothic 

extended and the display face is Craw Clarendon. 
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GRADUATES 


georganna alien 
daisy ashford 
ba rba ra barrow 

sue amelia bartow 
linda boles 
georgiana boren 

bridget _brunk 
anna byrne 
dorothy camp 

nancy degnan 
val dunn 

244olive ellis 

norma fisk 
cynthia fraser 
marion funderburk 

linda geisler 
mary gilliland 
beverly giusti 

dell goldsmith 
trances grossman 
joan hansen 

sandra hanson 
liz haskett 
karen haynes 



1 

rk 

mary jo holder 
lee jones 
shirley jones 

joanne kao 
nancy knight 
barbara lucas 

carolyn mccants 
sheila mccartney 
kay mcelheny 

claire mcgee 
jan mcnatt 
helen mintz 

mae nacol 
lois cakes 
marcia pieper 

adelaide pierce 
carole ann pugh 
virginia rainbow 

jean rawlings 
lee ruth schroeder 
mary shaw 

patti shelton 
cleta smith 
gerda smith 
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